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Abstract

What is it that oppressed people need to do and consider in order to successfully plan their interaction with
an unresponsive,

less than nurturant environment?

This

critical analysis of planning for social change combines
the technology of effective planning and Paulo Freire's

theory for working in oppressive social systems as an answer to that question.

The answer proposed is the concept

of planning competence which is seen as a way for oppressed

peoples to solve problems in their lives and change the op-

pressive social systems in which they live.
Based on Freire's theory of critical consciousness,

Blackamericans as an oppressed group can look at and act
on problems facing them in several ways:

(1)

we can see

problems with a magical consciousness, avoiding all but our
own individual survival needs, while conforming to the

existing system;

(2)

we can see problems with a naive con-

sciousness, recognizing problems, and blaming and reforming

individuals who need to do

a

better job of adapting to che

existing "idealized" system; or
with a critical consciousness,

(3)

a)

we can see problems

recognizing the system's

(not
oppressive ideology, b) blaming the oppressive system

problems
just ourselves) for the socio-political-economic
to transform the oppressive system

facing us, c) working

acting to purge
into a liberating one, and d) continuously

iv

the oppressor's ways from our oppressor-molded personali-

ties .

Critical consciousness, and its accompanying systemic
view of problem situations, allows oppressed people to name,
reflect, and act toward liberating themselves from oppressive rules, practices, and relationships by scientifically
and effectively using technically sound planning methods
and procedures.

The denotation "critical" in the title of

this dissertation comes from this Freirean "critical"

level of consciousness and this accompanying systemic view
of problem situations.

Besides presenting Freire's theory and the elements
of effective planning technology, this dissertation pre-

sents the problems of oppression facing Blackamericans in
such a way that they can be clearly addressed as systemic

problems and not solely as problems of individual competence
and poor planning.

This clarity is made possible by exam-

ining our American heterogeneous and interracial society

through the cultural schema: birthright, molding of personality, and charter of citizenship.

The schema was

formulated by the cultural anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski.

The clarification of the problem is also aided by

a

effecreview of the literature on competence and planning

tiveness.

This review critiques the literature and names

all people
as erroneous two implicit assumptions that
v

(1)

act out their motivation to be competent in a nur-

turant environment, and (2) when planning their effective

interaction, can plan it and carry it out amorally without regard for its effects on others.
To further illustrate the need for, and use of, the

concept of planning competence toward solving problems of
oppression, three positive social change efforts are "cri-

tically" analyzed:

(1)

an NAACP campaign against educa-

tional discrimination initiated in 1935;

curriculum program

——

(2)

a

massive

the Institute for Services to Educa-

tion’s Thirteen College Curriculum Program

—

implemented

in a large number of predominately Black colleges; and (3)
a

method of strengthening individual planning through the

use of a Planning Adequacy Questionnaire.

Each effort is

critiqued for its effective use of planning technology
(planning completeness) and magical-naive or critical view
of problem situations (level of consciousness).

Conclu-

and used
sions and implications from each effort are drawn
a program to
to lay some preliminary groundwork for what

how an
build planning competence should look like, and

educational program imbued with a critical/transformist
competence style
view of problem situations and a planning
in order to runction
of development would organize itself

responsively and not oppressively.
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PREFACE

The central hypothesis of this dissertation is that
a

critical need exists for an organized set of formal train-

ing procedures which foster optimal planning behavior in

Blackamericans and which should become a regular part of

Blackamerican education.
competence,

a

I

offer here a concept of planning

definition for it, and a set of procedures

for how it can be understood and achieved.

planning competence has

a

This concept of

definite set of criteria by which

planning efforts can be judged as being competent or less
than competent.

merely as

a

However, the concept should not be viewed

piece of planning technology, but more appro-

priately as an attitude with which
ning.

a

person approaches plan-

It is more a desire to plan well and a way of looking

at problems to be solved than a series of technical steps

which should be unswervingly adhered to in order to be

a

good planner.

Because

I

am a musician as well as an educator

ceive of this dissertation as

a

,

I

con-

creative act; if you will,

this work is like a musical composition in three parts com-

posed around the main theme, planning competence.

The com-

position opens with the exposition section which presents
themes defining optimal planning behavior.
section,

The middle

the development, expands and highlights the

efforts and by
themes by critiquing three different planning
can be
presenting recommendations as to how the themes

viii

taught as a regular part of Blackamerican education.

The

final section, the recapitulation, summarizes and brings
to
a

conclusion the thematic material.

An attachment, the

coda, recounts consequences and implications of not con-

ceiving of plans of action toward social change with

plan-

a

ning competence view.

The "critical analysis” stated in the title arises

from a particular view of American culture and its effects
on Blackamericans

,

not from a comprehensive and exact exami-

nation of planning behavior and the socio— cultural factors

effecting it.

Rather this document builds a case for using

planning competence in the process of social change.

The

introduction to the dissertation follows now with quotations
which illustrate the problem facing Blackamericans, and
which anticipate the central themes of this work.
INTRODUCTION
The society is tailored for someone else.
Programs designed to produce changes in students will produce little effect on academic
achievement of either Negro or white disadvantaged students if they do not, at the same
time, attempt to change the educational environment.
,
Edgar Epps "Negro Academic
Motivation and Performance: An Overview" J^
Social Issues, 1969, 25,
*3

—

—

have been uncomfortable being a Negro.
- Kentucky, on the
I came from the South
and I have had white peo
Ohio River line —
I

—

*

ix

—

plG spit on me in my Sunday suit.
Woman; Dark Ghetto by
Kenneth B. Clark

One subject that gets to you is the
problem of having too little money around
the house ... That s why some guys will go out
and stick up a filling station or turn to
crime and perhaps he has a limited mind. He
don*t know anything else to do... but take
something for his family .. .Therefore when
somebody comes along and he sees you with
ten dollars, he'll snatch it or hit you up
side the head or something of that nature.
Then you [white folks] will say, ‘Well
those colored people down here is awful.*
Well you know, one must eat.
'

——Andrew Buchanan, age

55;

Coming Up Black by
David A. Scnuis
I don’t know why we’ve got to always
look up to the white man's life.
That's
what we've been exposed to, you know. Be
like the white man.
I think we have to
have criteria of our own. They had 'Amos
and Andy on radio, they were done by white
men.
You hear the fellows saying 'Oh, I'm
going to get me a white broad.' We should
form our own criteria. We should try and
have more people like Martin Luther King,
like James Baldwin. We can send some
draftsmen to school, some engineers; people can come back and build a city for
Negroes to live in, or you know, not just
for Negroes but for Negroes and anyone
else who wants to live there. Why do we
always have to ^et up — — come up to the
white man's level? We struggle like the
devil to get up there, and we hardly ever
Why can't we form our own level?
do it.
—Girl, age 15; Dark Ghetto

I

just felt that there was no such
people as bhe Negro and why, I don't know.
I just felt that =- without any support
By this he [Andrew
for it at all.'
Buchanan] means that given half a chance,
the Negro will live like the white man.
x

There is an American culture in his
eyes
and difference in skin color are more
than compensated for by the similarity
in ways of life
at least as far as
what is considered to be the desirable
way of life.

—

Andrew Buchanan, age 55;
Coming Up Black
The conditions here are the way they
are because of white domination of this
community, and when that changes, as is
being attempted here, by these Black Nationalists, or by any other nationalist
groups, or by Muslims; when they can
unite and change these conditions, change
the white domination for [BlackJ domination, the conditions will change.

—Man,
problem .

age 28; Dark Ghetto

That there is a problem with the socio-

cultural fabric of America is generally agreed upon.

What

the problem is is fairly well agreed upon too, especially

among Blackamericans

,

as illustrated by the sentiment ex-

pressed in the quotations.

Racial oppression and the socio-

political-economic oppression that is part and parcel of it
is the problem.

The disagreement is in how to handle the

problem; and this disagreement abound.

The difficulty is in the disagreements about

1)

how

to name the problem for what it is

—

deficiencies in the individual,

whether the causes are

2)

in the system or

intrapsychic or socio-political-economic,

change oneself or society.

3)

In other words,

whether to
the difficulty

lays in the dichotomy of how the problem should be named,
xi

understood, and solved.

Is it a social system problem, or

an individuals problem, or both?

Naming the problem is accomplished by defining an un-

comfortable situation so that problems can be focused upon
as solvable.

Understanding the problem entails Reflecting

on that "limit situation" and the problems in it, so that

the root causes and relationships will be revealed.

Then,

when Acting to solve the problems, the actions taken will
be according to the dictates of that reflection on the problem in its "limit situation" (M. Harmon, 1973).

Naming, Reflecting, and Acting in this sense can be

viewed as a process of consciously intended planning toward

changing

a social

situation.

The more deeply

—

the more

critically men and women are able to Name the problems
causing their oppression, Reflect on the root causes of the

relationships within and the consequences of their oppressive situation, and Act according to strategies based on
that critical reflection, the more they will be able to com-

petently plan toward transforming their oppressive situation, and concurrently grow in planning competence.

Again,

for
this dissertation asserts that a critical need exists
which fester
an organized set of formal training procedures

Blacxoptimal planning behavior (planning competence) in

americans.

is
A program for building planning competence

proposed in this dissertation.
Proposing planning competence .
xii

Planning competence is

the ability to articulate courses of action that facilitate

progress toward

a goal or

desired object, especially as it

relates to successfully anticipating factors that may impede or facilitate progress.

It is the capacity for articu -

lating the most efficient and effective methods for netting

something done which produce positive effects and minimize

negative effects on others by anticipating the foreseeable
future .
Planning competence is the difference between feeling

doomed to an ill-fated existence, and seeing one’s situation critically as containing solvable problems.

Referring

to the beginning quotations, it is the difference between

the woman feeling ’’uncomf ortable being a Negro” and seem-

ingly unconscious of the causes of the discomfort and/or

what to do about it, and the fifteen year old girl who
names a problem:

("Why [have we] got to always look up to

the white man's [way of]

what we've been exposed

life”), reflects on it ("that’s

you know... I think we have to

to,

have criteria of our own")

,

and acts by proposing a solu-

tion (’’...form our own lr’*el").

Planning competence is the

difference between knowing whether or not your family will
be better or worse off if, "when somebody comes along...

with ten dollars, £and you]

snatch it or hit J[himJ up side

the head," and go to jail, or you remain with the family

trying to solve the money problems.

Although, one can't

really blame him for doing it, and the consequences to him-

xiii

self and his family are severe either way, they
are probably more severe in his forced absence than with his
pre-

sence.
I

propose that me and women critically naming, reflect-

ing, and acting cooperatively toward solving their problems,

and intending to change their situations, help to decrease
the kind of hopelessness portrayed in some of the quota-

tions and increase hopefulness instead.

Planning compe-

tence helps them to more fully understand the causes and

consequences of their acts.

Without such understanding ir-

rational, unplanned, impulsive acts continue to be per-

formed by dominated/alienated people.

With such under-

standing, these acts can be named as having been precipitated by an oppressive system, and reflected and acted upon
as denying people their humanity rather than encouraging

them to reach their full human potential.

xi v

CHAPTER

I

COMPETENT PLANNING IN AN INTERRACIAL SOCIETY
This dissertation is devoted to

competence as

a

a

study of planning

method for solving difficulties in inter-

acting with an oppressive system.

The concept of planning

competence evolves from and gives rise to several assumptions.

Assumptions of the Analysis .
sumptions evolves from

The first group of as-

critique of the literature on what

a

constitutes effective planning and what defines competent
behavior.

First, the literature on planning effectiveness

implicitly assumes that

a

person can be an effective plan-

ner by using the technology of planning effectively without

regard for its consequences.

I

contend that such amoral

planning is not effective or competent
tive effects on others.

when it has nega-

For example, urban renewal efforts

of the 1960*s were conceived by expert federal and local

city planners usually in conjunction with local redevelopment authorities.

The results of these efforts were re-

built neighborhoods, but also many displaced families and

businesses.

There were no alternative, suitable dwellings

for them to occupy.

The people were left out in the street

or with relatives.
Essentially, the literature on planning effectiveness
says that one can be a ’fcompetent" planner by knowing how

2

to quickly and effectively use the technology of
good plan-

ning without considering its effects on people.

The urban

renewal planning experts quickly and effectively rebuilt

urban neighborhoods but didn't plan for what to do with the

displaced people.
Second, the literature on competence implicitly assumes
that a person interacts with a nurturant, or at least, neutral, environment.

This is an erroneous assumption.

Human

interaction with the environment cannot be judged as competent if it ignores the particular problems created by an

oppressive socio-political-economic system.
ticularly clear example.

Here is a par-

A family service worker who con-

centrates on the inter-relationships within

a "broken home,"

and ignores the socio-political-economic factors that may

have caused, or certainly affect the break, should be con-

sidered incompetent.

If s/he helps the family of the man

who might "snatch" ten dollars without working on the op-

pression causing his joblessness and inability to support
his family, and the family's rather low image of him as a

father and provider, then that is not competent planning.
The literature on competence says that one can be

"competent" if one simply interacts effectively with his/her
environment.

This definition of competence ignores the exi-

gencies in the environment so long as

effectively with it.

a

person interacts

In this sense "snatching the ten dol-

—

3

lars and hitting somebody up side the
head" is competent,
if you can get away with it.
By not considering the environment, the accepted concept of competence
is of little

help to the person trying to become a Black
lawyer, businessman, plumber, etc. It doesn't take into
account the

socio-political-economic oppression inhibiting progress
toward such occupations, e.g., discriminatory bar exams,

white versus Black buying habits, and trade unions.
Moreover, planning competence gives rise to another

group of assumptions even more crucial to Blackamericans
and other dominated groups when these groups are consid-

ering strategies for interacting competently with and trans-

forming the American socio-cultural system of oppression.

Competence and competent planning can only be achieved
when extensive and careful consideration of the racism and

oppression that pervades the American environment is taken
into account.

To try to be competent, and plan competent-

ly without such consideration feeds and sustains the op-

pressive system.

An example of the lack of such considera-

tion is represented in the Black high school graduate’s

proclamation that s/he will one day become President of the
United States.

The obstacles inherent in the oppressive

system confronting this young person are almost insur-

mountable given the system as it is.

The race prejudice

and economic obstacles alone are enough to make this aspira

4

tion difficult at best.

If such individual aspirations
are

adhered to for very long, they feed and
sustain the oppressive system by buying into the American
Dream in toto,
as

it is, without change; and consequently,
causing individ-

uals to be neutralized or demoralized by having

’’beat

their

heads against a wall" while not being conscious
of the fact
that they are not to blame for their failure, for
their

lack of upward mobility.

Now on to the next assumption.

The processes of goal definition and achievement are

critical in planning competence.

Specifically, what is

critical is that the goal being defined and achieved must
elicit participation and collaboration from the group.

If

accomplishing the goal requires domination of others and
serves only individualistic ends, it ultimately feeds and

sustains the oppressive system by continuing to victimize
others.

For instance, suppose a teacher sets as a goal for

his/her class that all of the students in the class will
4

pass on to the next grade despite their reading level, be-

cause the embarrassment ox staying behind is too damaging
for their little psyches.

The teacher has paternalistical-

iy decided what is good for the students, without critically considering the racist and oppressive implications of

passing them on or keeping them behind.

The goal seems to

illustrate instead, that the teacher is individualiv coping
in an oppressive situation and not acting in the best in-

5

terests of the students; nor is s/he attempting to
change
the oppressive situation causing the predicament.
The

teacher feeds and sustains the oppressive system by naively, but actively being oppressive to the students by
not

considering the negative consequences of either alternative
on Black children

——

good intentions notwithstanding.

In-

terpreting the goal further, the teacher does not collab-

orate with anybody while trying to solve the problem.

S/He

services only his/her own survival needs within the oppressive system versus exerting effort to change the situation
so that viable alternatives are available.

The next assumption is that for optimal planning

behavior, that is for planning competence, the style of in-

teraction among people must be based on mutual participation and cooperation.

It must be characterized by respon-

sive, two-way communication.

It must encourage dialogue;

the absence of dialogue feeds and sustains the oppressive

system.

The absence of cooperation and dialogue is illus-

trated by federal guidelines that require

Model Cities

a

Education Task Force to have participation and cooperation
with members of its local community.

However, it does not

require participation and cooperation with

a

city’s mayor

and city council, which, according to federal guidelines,

can overrule any of the Task Force’s decisions.

What good

is partial participation and cooperation, especiaxj-y ix

6

results reveal unauthentic intentions and useless organizational effort.

Planning competence is not present in any of the above

examples because none of them work toward
ing (i.e.,

a

critical chang-

transformation) of the oppressive situation in

which they exist.

Competent naming, reflecting, and acting,

that is .. .competent planning, is a conscious effort to

transform oppressive situations into responsive, cooperative, dialogical ones.

The difficulties in such oppressive

situations need to become clear so that disagreements, es-

pecially among the dominated can be limited to

a ’’critical"

level of conscious planning, and not deluded by naivete,
i.e., attempts at individual reform. that leave oppressive

situations intact and unchallenged.
Goals of the analysis .

dissertation are as follows:
oppression in America in such

The basic goals, then, of this
(1)
a

To present the problem of

way that the difficulties

which obscure its root causes, practices, and consequences
can competently be Named, Reflected upon, and Acted upon;
(2)

to present the system of oppression in such a way that

the methods in which people feed and sustain the oppressive

system can be revealed, rejected and purged from the Ameriof the
can character, while working toward transformation
schema
system. Chapter one of the dissertation unfolds a
Blacks in America,
for looking at the cultural dilemma of

7

and the oppression which is part and parcel of that dilemma.

Chapter one also outlines the ways in which people feed and
sustain the oppressive system by "playing host" to it much
like the tree that acts as host to a parasitic fungus.

Chapters two, three, and four present planned efforts
at effecting change in the oppressive American system.

Chapter two focuses on the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People's

(

NAACP) campaign against

educational discrimination through the United States Judicial System.

Chapter three examines

a

major curriculum

program in Blackamerican higher education, and chapter four
looks at a planning questionnaire as a teaching method

designed to assess and strengthen Blackamerican planning
patterns.

Each of these three efforts will be examined for

the degree to which it "plays host to the oppressor" through
its goals and style of interaction, and whether its attempts

result in Naive Reformation of individuals, leaving the op-

pressive system intact, or Critical Transformation of the

oppressive situation.
of conclusions,

Chapter five will present

a

summary

several recommendations, and suggested

areas for further study of competent planning for critical

transformation of the American system.

8

Part I.

The Dilemma for Blacks in America: A Problem of

Un-molding and Re-molding
In the very first quotation of the introduction, Edgar

Epps says, "the society is tailored for someone else.”
it is for Blackamericans,

So

the American society’s suit of

clothes is tailored for someone else.

But it is the only

suit of clothes that Blackamericans have.

Blacks' in America

are ’’uncomf ortable" v/earing it and unacceptable without it,

because we* have been molded toward wearing it by
naht, white Euro-American system of molding.

franchised either way.

a domi-

We are disen-

Every Blackamerican is tailored

toward the values and aspirations of Euro-America.

All who

embrace that tailoring are ’’uncomfortable" being Black, and

disenfranchised by whites at the same time.
the dilemma for Blacks in America.

This, then, is

The unsuitable tailoring

job leaves Blackamericans unsuited for full participation in

either culture.

The problem is how to un-mold the ill-

fitted tailoring job, and to re-suit, or re-mold, it into

a

newly tailored suit that fits.

Birthright, molding., and charter .

The cultural anthro-

*1 use the pronoun "we" here when referring to Blackamericans, first of all, because I am Blackamerican and am
very much faced with and a part of the dilemma being desSecondly, I use "we" because of the emphasis on cocribed.
operation, collaboration, and dialogue that this pronoun
charges Blackamericans with in working to solve the dilemma.
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pologist Bronislaw Malinowski (1943) lays
out this dilemma
abundantly clear terms through his schema
of birthright,

m

molding of personality, and charter of citizenship,
and its
application to a heterogeneous, interracial society,
par-

ticularly as conveyed through a society* s educational
instituion. The schema is applied through the metaphor
of
supply and demand.
Education, as an institution producing desirable re-

sources for its society, imples by its very existence thet
there are (1) raw materials supplied to it;

(2)

that there

are mechanisms for fashioning and molding those raw materials into marketable products; and (3) that there is a de-

mand

an open market for the finished product.

In the

cultural context this metaphorical schema reveals three

distinct phases:
ty,

(1)

birthright,

(2)

molding of personali-

and (3) the charter of citizenship.

Every individual

—

is born with a cultural and biological heritage -

right,

birth-

Further, every individual through participation in

the culture’s schooling is promised that upon finishing

school there will be a use for them as desirable resources
in the culture which has fashioned them

sonality.

molding of per-

Finally, when school is completed, the promise of

the schooling demands that a place for the person to par-

ticipate in the culture be granted with all of the rights,
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responsibilities, and privileges that accompany
that place
of participation
the charter of citizenship.

The more

£lp s el Y

the molding of p ersonality is adjusted to
the cul bural birthright, the mo r e likely the charter
of citizen -

.

-Ship.

will be attained.

In other words,

if a society’s

schooling is relevant and pertinent to the cultural
themes,
heritage, and life style of that society's students
(people),

the more likely those students (people) will become

productive resources for the continuance and betterment of
that society.

You can't expect a city dweller to under-

stand how to grow potatoes from "potato slips."

That seems simple enough; however, here in America,
the situation is complicated by race and, to a certain de-

gree, the difference in cultural level of development bet-

ween Black and white Americans.

The American heterogeneous,

interracial society's culture is dominated by

tern-European

,

American subculture.

a

white, Wes-

Even though it es-

pouses the "melting pot" theory, it behaves differently.
The dominant Euro-American subculture defines the cultural

birthright for all American subcultures.

It reinforces its

definitions by encul turating (simple one-way transmission)
its values, attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors into all

American subcultural groups by determining the molding for
them.

And, it holds up for all other American subcultures

its own charter of citizenship as the pre— eminent one.

In
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other words, the dominant white
cultural molding is not adjusted to the Blackamerican birthright,
and fails to pro-

vide the charter of citizenship it has
promised.
T he need for un-moldinq a nd re-molding

the dilemma of Blackamericans

class Black is a classic one.

,

.

To illustrate

the example of the middleIt is a clear portrayal of

the need for a process of un-molding and
re-molding a new

American molding.
American middle— class Blacks have struggled to get
through school in order to earna decent living and to consider themselves as having "made it."

It spite of all the

effort they discover that they have not made it at all.

They are only partly acceptable to whites, the majority of

whom still won't frequent their businesses,

lav/

offices, or

medical practices, even though they have gone to white
schools and mastered v/hite professional technology and
styles of conduct.

This mastering of white styles of con-

duct coupled with the reality of needing some majority

group clientele for insured revenue has, at best, also left
them only marginally related to the Black community.

How?

There was no training in school to teach one how to perform
one's professional skills compatibly with realities in the
Black community (Eliot Mason, Sr., 1968).

For example,

Black doctors and ministers are not taught in medical school
and seminary how to practice their professions compatibly

with the folk medicine and the folk religion deeply-rooted
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in the Blackamerican tradition.

Black businessmen are not

taught how to deal effectively with the problem
of culture
specific products that will sell in the Black community

but

not in the white community, and vice versa.

Further, there

are not enough resources in the Black community alone to

supply all of the biological and material needs of middleclass Black persons, so they must consort with whites on

white "socially acceptable" terms.

Yet,

and still for them,

the Black community remains where the primary sources of

comfort, companionship, and stability lay.

Blackamericans are most acceptable.

It is where

The result is that they

depend on both Blacks and whites for their biological and
material support, but are not entirely

a

part of either

group.

The consequences of this maladjusted molding for Blacks
in America are 1)

that their unquestionable birthright has

been taken away, and

2)

the promised charter of full citi-

zenship is kept from them.
it is presently constituted,

The charter of citizenship, as
can never be fulfilled, while

Blackamericans continue to desire it, rather than holding
the desire to change that charter.

The Euro-American encroachments on the Blackamerican

cultural birthrights have, in essence, been

a

cultural in-

vasion of Blackamerica through the use of molding (schooling)

as a manipulative agent for conquest

.P.

Freire, 1970),
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Having invaded, laid waste, and
conquered the cultural
birthright of these Black folks, and
molded them as best
they could, the entrenched white
values and aspirations submerge the values of Blackamericans
but cannot destroy them
(Malinowski, 1943). Marginality, second-class
citizenship,
alienation, powerlessness, and aggressiveness
result
in

Blackamenca, both toward the dominant group
for not keeping the promise of the charter, and
tov/ard Blackamerica itself out of frustration (Allport, 1958;
Gurin et. al., 1959).
The need for basic survival becomes the primary
standard
of

life through coping with life, rather than living
it (Dalton Jones, 1972).
The dominant culture acts to control the

aggression, and to keep control over the unfulfilled citi-

zenry by manipulative and divisive tactics of rulership
1970), e.g., heavily armed police, and the assis-

tance of poverty programs to help "those people" adapt.
life enterprise between the two subcultures becomes

tion of

v/ho

a

The

ques-

can manipulate whom for survival and dominance.

Planning competence is affected by the maladjusted

molding too, as is illustrated by using some earlier quotations and examples.

For instance, the inability of the

woman who was "uncomfortable being

a

Negro" to name the

source of her discomfort prohibits even initial planning
toward solving this problem.

Also, as told by Andrev;

Buchanan, the man who hits "somebody up sice the head" to
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get money

his planning ability toward seeing
the conse-

quences of his impulsive actions and
what they are caused
by is severely inhibited. Andrew
Buchanan’s
own short-

sighted, naive reflection that ”1 just
felt that there was
no such people [as the Negro]” underlies
all of his own

planned activity, and probably leads him to
making his own
evaluation of his life as ”1 haven’t done any good
to my

estimation.”

His case study reveals the contrary, that he

has done some good (D. Schulzr

,

1969).

The obscured view

caused by the values and aspirations of an ill-suited

molding does not allow Mr. Buchanan to see the good he has
done in fifty-five years.
Two final instances involve

(1)

the quotation of the

twenty-eight year old man who naively and simplistically

desires "to change white domination for Black domination,"
and (2) the example of the elementary school teacher who

naively wanted to "pass on" students to protect their psyches.

In both instances, these individuals are unable to

critically reflect on the continued oppressive consequences
of their goals.

Further, their goals can be interpreted as

serving their own individualistic ends, rather than the best

interests of the group, or working to positively change an

oppressive situation.

The inability to name problems, the

short-sightedness, and naive-individualistic reflection on

problem situations do not lead to planning competence, but
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are understandable consequences
of a maladjusted molding.
A dominant molding which inhibits
planning competence,
i.e.,. critical naming,
understanding/reflecting, and acting
in an environment of oppressive
relationships is at the core
of Blackamerica s dilemma. It is a
core that pits one group
against another, rather than fostering
a relationship
'

of

responsiveness, cooperation, and dialogue.

It reveals the

need for changing the present dominant
patterns of molding,
and re-molding these patterns so that they
are better suited
to a heterogeneous, interracial American
culture. The problem is how to competently plan to un-mold and
re-mold the

dominant patterns of molding.

Paulo Freire, in his con-

struct of conscientizac^ao (critical consciousness), des-

cribes a process of un-molding and re-molding the mechanisms
for the molding of personality.
fP*-

This process of Education

Critical Consciousness is outlined in the next section.

Part II.

The Freirean Process of Education for Critical
Consr-'

ousness

The degree to which men and women act and reflect by
naming, reflecting, and acting in their environment toward
its transformation into a responsive, cooperative system, is

the degree to which they, as human beings, adjust their

molding patterns to their birthright.

action/reflection process, praxis .

Freire calls this

He says that fully hu-
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man life is in a continuous dialectical relationship of
ac-

tion and reflection, i.e., of praxis.

It is the human

beings' power of praxis that allows them to competently

interact with the environment by controlling the evolution
of their own lives through the continuous transformation of

their material environment.

People increase the control of their lives and their

environment by moving through three developmental levels of
consciousness: Magical Consciousness,

Naive Consciousness, and Critical Consciousness (Freire,
197 ).
I

Critical consciousness uses planning competence as

have defined it, while Magical and Naive Consciousness do

not.

Critical Consciousness involves the process of un-

molding and re-molding, while Magical and Naive Consciousness do not.
I

After

a

brief explanation of Freirean theory,

will describe the relationship between moving through the

levels of consciousness and planning competence, which si-

multaneously, un-mold and re-mold oppressive patterns and

transform them into cooperative ones.
Freire's theory says that by being able to look into
a

situation and see solvable problems (problematizing )

,

and

by having a sense that a people's oppressive situation hasn't

always been the way it is (historicity) and through praxis
can be changed, people come to be in control of the e>/Oiuenvironment. Probtion of their lives and their material
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an y_p roblems and feel that the system
will always be the in.

£Ylj.a ble dinner

.

Basic survival problems of poor health and

poverty are of primary concern to Magical persons
with money
and material thi ngs being an end in themselves
The world
.

and its problems are rationalized by simplistic,
cause and

relationships, e.g., "if
thing would be all right."

I

just had some money every-

Persons at the Magical Conscious-

ness level passively play host to the oppressor in all of
the above ways; ways typifying resignation to and passive

acceptance of the oppressive system; ways which are behaviorally manifested by waiting ... and waiting ... and waiting.

People at Naive Consciousness believe that they have
some control over the evolution of their lives and the

material environment.

Naive Consciousness recognizes that

there are problems, but problems, no matter how severe, are
with individuals or parts within the system and not with
the system itself.

This level's behavior is characterized

by naming, reflecting, and acting to reform oneself, "aber-

rant" individuals, or parts within the system; because,
"if they only performed properly the system
,

would be ideal."

Naive Consciousness believes that all problems can be

weighed against the "ideal operation of the system" and that
remedial efforts will solve the problems, since the present

system is the only acceptable and proper one.

Planning at

this level can be very detailed, thorough, and efficiently
of
carried out during the development and implementation

.
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lematizing and historicity, and being in dialogue
with
others in praxis, builds this feeling of efficacy

(feeling

of control) and sense of competence by moving
persons

through Magical, Naive, and Critical Consciousness.

Facili-

tating the progression through these levels of Consciousness
is,

the process of Education for Critical Consciousness.

The

extent to which human beings do not engage in praxis in

dialogue with others toward becoming critically conscious,
is the extent to which they are less than fully human;

are,

they

instead, more like non-reasoning animals which do not

name, understand, or transform their environments.

There-

fore, to this extent, people are either objects of the world

or subjects mediating the world by naming it, reflecting on
it,

and acting toward transforming it into a world that is

compatible with, and that compliments

a

people’s power of

praxis
The levels of consciousness .

characterized by
the world

a

Magical Consciousness is

fatalistic conforming attitude toward

a v/orld

immediate situation.

whicn can be defined simply as one's
The planning activity of persons at

Magical Consciousness is left to the
or to luck.

" good

will of others"

Esentially, people at this level do not ex-

hibit planning behavior except as by waiting to be rescued by fate, chance, luck, or a savior, e.g., to hit the
'Yiumbers" or the "lottery."

They often deny the existence of
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intra punitiveness which
involves the oppressed hurting
the
oppressed, i.e., Blacks hurting
other Blacks instead of
directing their anger, frustration,
and aggression at the
societal causes of the problem.
For example Blacks abusing
other Blacks because they are
light-skinned "they must

think

they're something special"; or beating
your wife because
that's the only way you can show
dominance in the family
since you can't economically support
them; or alcoholism and
drug addiction to punish oneself and to
cope with the situation.
These ways actively play host by overtly acting
out
and colluding with the ideology of the oppressor.

There is another aspect of Naive playing host that represents a higher level of consciousness, but no less actively plays host to the oppressor by not working toward

transformation.

It results from recognizing that the op-

pressors themselves deviate from the "ideal" system (the
system is still believed to be the ideal and proper one),

causing these naive persons to be outraged and indignant

because they, even though naive, understand how the oppressors violate their own expected norms, and how they live in

contradiction to their own ideology.

This contradiction is

viewed as intentionally serving the end of keeping oppressed

people oppressed.

However, the action taken by these per-

sons is gregarious, non-task oriented, and defensive in

commisuration with each

other*,

rather than toward changing

,

,
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action strategies toward reformation of the
"deviates.” it
is not competent planning though, when it
does not consider
the system's complex of oppressive forces which
are

the root

causes of the problems that naive planners are attempting
to solve.

Because of the assumption that the system is "ideal"
if only individuals would function properly within it,

there

are several active ways in which persons at the Naive level

play host to the oppressive system, i.e., feed and sustain
the oppressive system.

planations

,

By accepting the oppressor's ex -

e.g., "the free enterprise system is the best

system" or "you people need to get an education and stop

committing most of the crimes and filling up the prisons"
(Both of these statements were said to me by a John Birch

Society member who had given

lecture on this society)

a

naive individuals govern their lives according to oppresThey then, model the oppres -

sor values and explanations.

sor's behavior

,

e.g., affecting English speech or buying a

When circumstances don't go

yacht to show one's worth.
well, self deprecation

,

i.e.,

self, is often manifested,

because
black."

I

inappropriately blaming one-

e.g.,

"I can't get a job anywhere

am unqualified," or "[i] look like a crook
(a statement by our friend Andrew Buchanan),

"we cause property values to go down."
is misdirected aggression

,

1

>e.

——

I'm

or

Another consequence

horizontal aggression and
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an oppressive situation.

This gregariousness is manifested

m

the formation of bowling clubs, or
joining social fraternities, or the forming or joining of any
group for the
purpose of reducing anxiety (see D. Birch and
J. Veroff,
1966 ).

Another version of Naive consciousness which doesn’t
fall into the developmental scheme but is nevertheless
important, is Fanaticized or Massified Consciousness.

It is

fanaticized because it reverses the blame altogether by
naming the oppressor
of all problems.

—

— i.e.,

white people as the cause

Everything is "the man’s" fault; he must

be destroyed and nothing is worth salvaging.

Reflection at

this distinctive level is characterized by an emotional and

polemic style of analyzing problems.

It is massified con-

sciousness because people at this fanaticized level act as
a part of a

massive social movement, following a charis-

matic leader toward achieving some particular goal.

Super-

ethnic Black Nationalist groups could be placed at this
level.

Planning is conducted in Fanaticized Consciousness,

but it is obscured by the emotionalism, polemics, and rhe-

toric pervading its atmosphere.

Even though it is goal-

directed and task oriented, the planning is not competent

because of the non-scientif ic atmosphere, because charismatic leadership and massified

f ollowership

dialogical communication, and because

a

does not foster

fanaticized version

of consciousness still blames individual parts of the sys-
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tem (white people) rather than
the oppressive system itself.
By not naming, reflecting, and
acting scientifically in a

dialogical and participatory atmosphere
toward transformation of their perceived oppressive
situation, fanaticized
persons play host to that oppressive situation.

They do

not act to purge all of the oppressor's
ways from their
character; and they do not exhibit planning
competence.

Persons who are at the Critical level of consciousness, on the other hand, do (1) desire and act
to reject and

purge all ways of playing host to the oppressor from
their
character.

They understand the oppressor's ideology and

their collusion with it; and they work toward ridding them-

selves of it.

At the same time,

(2)

they see that existing

problems are caused by the system and not primarily by individuals.

Consequently,

(3)

the problems need to be dealt

with by groups of people working toward system transformation.

The group's members participate together through

dialogue with each other to name the problem situations and
the problems within them, reflect on them, and develop and

carry out action strategies for solving and transforming
them.

This is the planning behavior of critical conscious-

ness.

Their activity is a dialogical, participatory plan-

ning effort, not an emotional polemic.

What is held upper-

most by critical persons is goal directed/cooperative or-

ganization, not defensive or purely gregarious activism.
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A scientific/critical approach
to naming, reflecting, and
acting is conducted, not a fanaticized
approach. All this
is consciously intended action and
reflection toward transforming the system, not reforming members
within the system.
Summary: beginnin g the process of
un-moldinq and re m old i n £.
To summarize the levels of consciousness
(the

levels of planning competence), Magical
Consciousness

fatalistically conforms to the existing oppressive system
using simplistic cause and effect rationalizations
to
ex-

plain the basic survival problems that are present, while

denying many of the problems altogether.

Naive Conscious-

ness sees problems, but blames individuals for them while

trying to reform these aberrant individuals so that they
will function properly within the existing "ideal" system.

When problems persist and contradictions are seen, horizontal aggression, gregariousness, defensiveness, or fanati-

cism ensue.

Critical Consciousness sees the problems as

caused by the oppressive system, not individuals, and works
toward transformation of that system.

This is accomplished

by (1) being able to look into a situation and seeing that
there are problems

(

problematizing )

;

(2)

knowing that

things have not always been the way they are, and can

change (historicity);

(3)

by naming the problems;

(4)

re-

flecting on their root causes, practices, and consequences;
and (5) by acting toward transforming the oppressive system
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into a responsive/cooperative system.

This transformation

is accomplished through (6) democratization,

pation in dialogue with others, and through

rejecting and purging the oppressor from
sor-molded personalities.

a

i.e., partici(7)

actively

people’s oppres-

By doing this the un-molding and

re-molding of the system has begun and planning competence
is being achieved.

The next section of this chapter will illustrate the

ways indicated above in which people play host to their

oppressive situations.

This will be accomplished by re-

viewing the literature on competence and planning effectiveness.

The literature’s definitions of competence and plan-

ning effectiveness will be critiqued according to how they

themselves "play host to the oppressor.”

If these defini-

tions are accepted unalterably, as they are, they inadver-

tently perpetuate the particular oppressive situations cf
the dominated.

Part III.

Review of the literature on Competence and Planning Effectiveness

Competence motivation .

Robert White (1959) defines

competence as, "the ability to interact effectively with
the environment."

Competence is motivated by what White

calls an urge to be effective, i.e., the effectance motive,

According to White, competence in interacting effectively
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is accomplished through exploration

,

manipulation

,

and ac-

tivity in the environment until mastery
over it is attained.
Exploration is used to find out what comprises
the environment. Manipulation is the simple desire
to effect
some

type of stimulus change in the environment
(to make things
happen). Activity is the need for the kind of
participation in the environment that excites the discovery
of new

things and events.

Mastery over these three processes re-

sults in effective interaction, i.e., competence.

Robert

White refers to these processes and the urge toward effec—
tance simply as competence motivation.
As mentioned earlier, however, the implicit assumption

that it is a nurturant environment in which one explores,

manipulates, and is active, is an erroneous one, especially
for the dominated.

For Blackamericans

,

as viewed through

Malinowski* s schema, the environment is hostile and extremely difficult to gain mastery over.

By implicitly

denying the possibility of the environment being hostile,
Robert White's definition ^f competence denies that there
is a problem.

This problem denial solidifies that the op-

pressive system will be the inevitable winner in those persons who passively acceot his definition, and self blame in

those who actively accept his explanations .

Further, the

definition Magically conforms to the simplistic cause and
effect relationship of White's concept of competence motivation, e.g., if

I

explore, manipulate, and am active,

I

will
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gain mastery and be competent

and encourages Naive col-

lusion with the oppressor by those
trying to reform themselves in order to gain mastery over that
supposedly "nurturant" environment, e.g., I need to take a
marketing course
so that I can solve my problems with
Black/white consumer

buying habits.

For the dominated, exploration, manipula-

tion, and activity do not lead directly and
simply to mastery and competence, white says that competence,
and a

sense of competence are built up from one's personal
history of efficacies and inefficacies.

For the dominated,

a

personal history of inefficacies are "rigged" as soon as
the birthright is taken away.

There is little wonder then,

that a man can amorally "hit somebody up side the head"

(mis-directed aggression) in order to support his family;
that is his way of interacting effectively, i.e., com-

petently with his hostile environment.

Out of frustration

this aggression, when turned on fellow oppressed people

(horizontal aggression) or within

(

intra-punitiveness

)

de-

humanizes and destroys the humanness of the oppressed.
Interpersonal competence .

The kind of competence re-

ferred to above is personal competence, and doesn't include
in its definition much about human interaction .

But in

many ways it is human interaction that has more bearing
on building a basic sense of competence through building a

sense of interpersonal competence, than through building

a
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sense of personal competence by itself.

Since defining

one s self-concept is, largely, a result
of our history of
efficacies and inefficacies with other people,
our personal
sense of competence is mediated by our individual
sense of
*

interpersonal competence.

However, if persons either al-

low and use only the perceptions of others to
define their

self-concept, or ignore the perceptions of others altogether,
then problems arise which help to perpetuate the oppressive

system.

Because human beings are born as members of groups,

human interaction shapes the understanding of our own lives.

People are born as one with mother, into

a family group,

sex group, a race and cultural group, and so on.

a

Our

opinions, attitudes, and beliefs are a function of membership in differing reference groups, and the development of

different attitudes are likely to arise and be sustained
primarily by affiliating with
son and Steiner, 1964).

a

new reference group (Berel-

Referring to Robert White again

(1952), the process of defining self-concept is carried out

by the active participation of each individual in accepting,

rejecting, and making judgements about themselves in relation to the perceptions of the group.

It is our past ac-

tions, successful or unsuccessful, that have taught us the

ranges of our effectiveness, i.e., that determines our
sense of interpersonal competence.

Interpersonal compe-
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tence, then, is the ability to accept,
reject, and judge
the perceptions of others in such a way
that they are dis-

tinct from oneself, and allow the self
to clearly envision
an image of itself,
in other words, I know who I am by
taking the positive and negative comments
others make about
me; and, by tempering them with what

come to a conclusion about what

I

I

know about myself,

I

am like.

Two major problems emerge from such

a

definition though.

First, the emphasis on attending to the perceptions of

others can elicit the conforming attitude and behavior of

Magical Consciousness.

David Riesman (1950, from R. White)

says of conformity that "increasingly other people are the

problem, not the material environment

J^i.e.,

gaining con-

trol over the content material in the environment^

.

This

has the effect of training each person to guide his behavior by paying close attention to the signals of approval
and disapproval of others."

Blackamericans traditionally

have been judging their sense of interpersonal competence
in relation to the dominant, white "charter."

Such accep-

tance of, and conforming to "the signals of approval and

disapproval" determined by the dominant, white charter of

citizenship plays host to the oppressive system.
not encourage problematizing
in order to solve,

,

It does

naming, reflecting, and acting

plan, and act toward transforming Black-

american's oppressive situatxon.
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The second major problem with the
definition of interpersonal competence is that it does not
seek participation
in dialogue with people to define a
person’s sense
of in-

terpersonal competence; instead, it uses others
more often
as objects than humans to be responsively
interacted
with,

and makes the self an object to be defined,

if,

as the

definition implies, human interaction is reduced
primarily
to accepting, rejecting, and judging the perceptions
of

others by oneself

,

then people as mere perceptions become

part of the material in the environment being interacted

with in one-way communication, not in dialogue with people
as humans in order to solve the problems of the skewed per-

ceptions created by an ill-suited charter.

This objectifi-

cation of human beings is exacerbated when it is coupled
with approval-seeking behavior.

In other words, signals

of approval and disapproval from white people are conformed
to by Blacks in order to reduce the frustration and anxiety

of having the ’’wrong” birthright, un-suited molding, and

less than full citizenship.

Wilhelm Reich calls this pro-

tection against anxiety, "character armour" (via R. White,
1952) which after long practice can become automatic and

unconscious, e.g., grinnin', scratchin’

being "cool."

a

lowered head, and

The approval/disapproval dichotomy may also

lead to "sublimation,

”

i.e.,

"the relinquishing of unsuitable

goals and the channeling of urges into lines of action that
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yield both satisfaction and social approval” (White,
1952).
For example, getting rid of "slavin'" on a job for
"hustlin'" in the street.
Both the oppressor and the oppressed are objectified
in such an oppressive situation.

Approval/disapproval

behavior toward conformity sees the oppressor only as perceptions approving or disapproving one's competence, not
as human beings to be dialogued with.

Approval/disapproval

reduces the oppressed to animals engaged in random activism
in order to cope with the environment;

they are treated and

behave as beings who are less than fully human, not beings
of praxis transforming the world.

In both cases, human

beings have become objects to be manipulated, not persons
to participate with in transforming the world.

Therefore,

the oppressive system is perpetuated by encouraging domina-

tion of one group over another, and not by encouraging

transformation of it through the cooperation of one group
with another.

Competence in children .

Burton White and others (En-

vironment and Enterprise, 1973), however, seem to remedy
the problem of objectification in their study of what con-

stitutes competence in six year olds.

They have generated

two lists, Social Abilities and Non-Social Abilities, that

they believe determine how six year olds exhibit competent

behavior at their age and ability levels.

The social
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abilities give a range of behaviors
from using resources and
leadership to learning in group
settings and fellowships;
and also give a range of feelings
from affection and pride
to competitiveness and hostility.
These Social Ability

behaviors and feelings, listed as
competencies, demonstrate
the importance of a complete range
of human
and humane in-

teractions, and implicitly promote people
as human beings,
not as objects. The second list, the
Mon-Social Abilities,

emphasizes language and thought competencies, i.e.,
the
necessity for clear communication and expression of

ideas,

and the ability to attend to, analyze, plan, carry
out ac-

tivity.

Burton White, too, leaves unclear the type of environment the children are developing these sets of abilities
in,

one.

and seems to imply that it is a responsive, nurturant

The environment does seem to one that is primarily

interpersonal, but the purpose for developing the compe-

tencies in young children seems to be adapting to, or con-

forming to, that environment.
a child,

I

understand the need for

first of all, to discover the rules, limits and

responsibilities for living with others, but when does the

creative urge to transform the environment to suit the
child begin building in the child* s sense of competence?

When do children begin to feel adult domination, rather
than adult help, and want to participate

v/ith

others to

.
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transform their environment toward the
satisfaction of their
own needs? Does this happen at four years
old
or six years

old; or is it tied to a chronological age
at all?
it is situational?

Maybe

The answer to such a question would

make consciousness of the environment crucial for
children
as well as adults,

so that children may be able to under-

stand their situation and the problems it poses in their

environment.

Young children exhibit behaviors that illus-

trate problems in the environment, e.g., in

a

school en-

vironment, children who always or never sit at their desk,
who scream when a nurse enters the room, or who eat rave-

nously at lunch time.

The possibility for group training

at an early age has been demonstrated by tasks set for young

children in
James

a

variety of settings (William Glasser, 1969;

Moffett, 1968).

Children participating with each

other, and with adults would help to transform the con-

forming situation encouraged by Burton White* s concept of

competence in six year olds.

His concept perpetuates adult

domination of the child* s world with some exception, and
objectifies the child as an object controlled by adults.
Conclusions about the competence literature

.

The

literature on competence plays host to the oppressive
system primarily by objectifying people and assuming
turant environment

a

nur -

For those who embrace its definitions

as they are, denying the problem of an hostile environment
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plays host.

It leads to manipulative action by the dominant

on the dominated to either Magically conform, or to Naively

reform themselves to an ’’ideal, nurturant” environment by

eliciting passive acceptance of, or active collusion with
the simple cause and effect explanations of the competence

ideology.

This acceptance and collusion helps to solidify

in Magical persons,

the oppressor's position as the inevi-

table winner, and in Naive persons the notion that one

should model the oppressor in order to

’’make it.”

When the

revelation that acceptance and collusion doesn't really
help in "making it" is realized, Magical fatalism and

waiting for good luck, and Naive blaming of oneself or
other oppressed individuals for not "doing right" in the
"ideal system" results.

The Magical passivity and Naive

mis-directed aggression among the oppressed allows the oppressors to feed and sustain, i.e., perpetuate their domination over the dominated.

And,

the oppressed remain as

objects manipulated and conquered by the oppressors.
The other body of literature to be reviewed in this

section is that on planning effectiveness.

Planning effec-

tiveness, as described by Achievement Motivation theory,

Group Decision-Making, and Organizational Development will
planbe examined for what they say constitutes effective
their definining, and then analyzed for the ways in which
oppressive system.
tions encourage the perpetuation of the
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This analysis will center, largely,
on the criticism articulated in the opening assumption of this
dissertation, that
is, the literature's implication that
the technology of

planning can be used effectively and efficiently
without
regard for any negative consequences on others;
whether

they

are inadvertent or not,

Effective achi evement planning .

Achievement planning

as described by Achievement Motivation theory is
permeated

with an abiding "desire to strive for excellence."

Effec-

tiveness in actualizing this desire is identified by several

characteristic behaviors which exemplify the feeling and
actions of the high achiever.

These characteristic behav-

iors and their accompanying action and feeling thoughts were

observed, notated, and placed in

a

theoretical and opera-

tional framework after many empirical studies.

The studies

were pioneered by David C. McClelland (1951, 1953, 1955,
1961, 1969) and John W. Atkinson (1953, 1958, 1964).

High

achiever personalities characteristically research their

environment very thoroughly in order to envision strategies, new ideas, or find problems that, in turn, can become

goals to be achieved.

progress and identify

To locate potential blocks to one's
v/ays of

obtaining regular and im-

mediate, concrete feedback are other reasons the high

achiever researches.

This allows him/her to assess the

feasibility of the goal to be attained,

i

o.

,

to set a
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m od e r at e- r i s k goal

.

S/he wants to set a challenging goal

(there's no sense doing something you know you can
do every
time), but also an attainable one (there's also
no sense
in working toward something that is clearly impossible
to

accomplish, or is beyond one's capability).

High achievers

use expert help in progressing towards a challenging goal.

The expert help and the feedback on their progress helps
them get a great deal accomplished in a minimal amount of
time; this is important to high achievers since they feel

and act as if time is going by much too rapidly (McClelland,

1953 and 1969; and Alschuler, 1973).

There are ten thoughts that high achiever personalities characteristically include in their plans to achieve
and during their progress toward a goal.

The first is a

goal statement including an Achievement Image (Aim)
is,

the desire to do well

Without such an image

that

to strive for excellence.

a goal

that of a high achiever.

;

statement cannot be judged as

Next is deciding on and carrying

out the actions needed to achieve the goal (ACT).

ACT is

the first of four action thoughts included in the high

achiever's planning.
how they

(WO)

overcome or avoid personal obstacles or defi-

v/ill

ciencies (PO)

The other thoughts take into account

,

the environmental blocks or world obstacles

that may hinder progress; and where to get the expert

advice (HELP) useful in facilitating progress toward goal
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attainment.

Five feeling thoughts are also
included in the
high achiever's plans. They want
to assess (1) that attaining the goal is necessary and
desirable (NEED), (2) how they
feel about their chances of succeeding
or hope of success
(HOS) and (3) fears about the
possibility of failing
(FOF=

fear of failure) and (4) their success
feelings (SuF) when
the goal is achieved or (5) failure
feelings
(FaF)

goal is not achieved.

if the

When a person considers all of these

action and feeling thoughts in anticipation of
achieving
a

moderate-risk goal, s/he is judged to be an effective

planner, consistent with the characteristics of

a high

achiever.

The problems with such a designation of effective

planning are these:

(2)

the stress is on individuals

achieving along without regard for others, so long as the
goal can be achieved; and (2) even though the environment
is researched,

this designation of effective planning works

for the oppressor who is in control of the socio-political-

economic forces in the environment, and against the oppressed

v/ho

are dominated by them.

This designation does

not take into account the particular hostile socio-politi-

cal-economic forces which act against the oppressed.
oppressed persons, like middle-class Blackamericans

,

When
at-

tempt to be high achievers, acting individually without con-

sidering the socio-political-economic forces working against
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them (unsuited molding, etc.), they feed
and sustain the
oppressive system. They name their own behaviors
as •’aber-

rant" and try to reform themselves to match
their behaviors
with the explanations and behaviors of the
oppressor.

Another somewhat less obvious illustration uses
ber of a touring choir as an example.
er,

Being

a

a

mem-

high achiev-

this particular soprano painstakingly planned her
ac-

tivities and practice in order to make her voice

a

well-

precisioned instrument for the solo work projected by the

choir’s director.

However, she worked so hard at being a

top-flight solo singer, which is her goal, that she began
to lose control of being an excellent ensemble singer.

She

finally began detracting from the ensemble so much that social rifts in the choir began to appear between her and the

other high achiever members who also worked to be soloists,
and those to whom the excellence of the ensemble was most

important.

Political vying for who would dominate began

between individuals, between sections within the choir, and
with the director.

The performances grew steadily worse,

members threatened to quit, and audiences grew smaller.

The

original laudable desire to be an excellent soloist and the
pla nned strategy for achieving that desire was detrimental

socially, politically, and economically to the touring
choir.

The amoral, individual goal and its plan effective-

ly helped the singer to achieve her goal, but the negative
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almost catastrophic effects on the choir
and its members
constituted an immoral infringement upon their
right to
participate together as an ensemble, make music,

and earn a

livelihood.

The individual's resultant detraction
from the

ensemble relegated the other members to an
individual status also; they now have to compensate for,
i.e., every individual has to reform themselves to the restrictive
environment caused by one member's decision for herself.

They

now must work against an individual rather than participating and planning together in the transformation of

a

group of individuals into a responsive, cooperative ensemble.

Reformist versus transformist planning is the dichotomy

presented by the above example and the literature on planning effectiveness.

Does planning technology seek to make

individuals reform themselves to the ideology of, or to an
individual will in an oppressive system, or does it seek to

transform oppressive situations? The technology of planning
is laid out well in the personality of the high achiever,

but that technology elicits

a

reformist (Naive) conscious-

ness because it is primarily individualistic.

Planning in

groups and in organizations would seem to solve the problem
of individualism.

However, the aspects of achievement plan-

ning are common across the planning technology of achieve-

ment motivation. Group Decision Making, ar

3

Organizational
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Development planning; achievement planning
was found to be
reformist. Therefore, while examining Group
Decision making
next, and Organizational Development shortly,
additional

planning competencies will be sought in the
hope that they
move toward transformist planning (planning
competence), and
transformist efforts to purge the ways in which planning
can play host to the oppressive system.

Effective planning in

a

decision-making group .

The

necessity of the decision-making group to remain intact
(NEED), define a problem (goal-setting), suggest alternative

solutions (ACT), and test alternatives for their feasibility
(moderate-risk and HOS/FOF) are all traits common with the

technology of achievement planning.

They are useful re-

gardless of whether the planning forum is group or individual.

The traits that can be added to that planning technolo-

gy from Group decision-making are these:

1)

groups solve

problems best when they plan their communication (Shure and
others, 1962); and

2)

decisions reached by Group Consensus

are of superior quality to those reached by Majority Vote or

Minority control.

Planning communication means that such

matters as the sharing of information, the wrapping up of
old business, the initiating of new business, the making of

preliminary decision, the disbursing and convening of the
group, etc. should be mapped out in such a way that the

primary focus of the group can always be clearly conceived
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and understood by the group's membership
(Dale Lake, 1971;
James Moffett ,1968) . The larger the group
the more careful the planned communication needs to
be mapped out.
Con-

sensus means that decisions are made based
on equal support
and argument of the total group. A decision
made by consensus may have dissenters but their arguments have
been
heard, and the decision may be reviewed later. It
is

not

clear when the group size makes consensus decisions impractical; nevertheless, these two additional planning traits

seem to be leading toward transformist planning by encouraging participation and dialogue.

Planning the communication in a group, and making

decisions by consensus both imply the need for dialogue
with others, and the need for participation with others in

solving problems.

Again though, the environment in which

the solving of problems is to take place is ignored.

Again

by ignoring the environment, the notion that people who
plan efficiently and effectively without regard for the

socio-political-economic consequences (i.e., supposedly amorally) are competent is Naively purported.

For instance,

the Housing Authority that has planned their communication
and reached a consensus decision not to get involved in a

Tenants' Rights Organization rent strike has made

a

politi-

cal, economic, and social decision that effects the strength

of the tenants against the landlords, and vice versa.

.
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It plays host by committing an act of omission

not act-

ing one way or another to change the landlord/tenant
situation
and thereby is a moral act.

Effecti ve organizational planning .

The final treat-

ment of the literature on planning effectiveness examines

organizational development.

Organizational theory contri-

butes to planning technology

a

construct through which prob-

lems of effectiveness can be readily seen.

The construct is

comprised of three sets of variables, identified by Renis
Likert (1967), useful in discussing organizational effectiveness over time.

The three sets are causal variables, inter-

vening variables, and end-result or output variables.

Cau-

sal variables influence what developments occur within an

organization and what the results of these developments
may be.

These variables may be changed or altered by the

organization and its management; they can be controlled by
the organization.

Some examples of causal variables are

management styles and strategies, organizational structure
and objectives, and technological changes.

Intervening

represent the internal conditions of the organi-

variables

zation which are affected by causal variables like management style.

They are reflected in such occurances as the

actualization of the organization's objectives, communication, decision making, and capacity for effective inter-

action

Some examples of intervening variables are ner-
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ceptions, expectations, role concepts,
attitudes, workgroup traditions, values and goals,
motivational forces, and
behavior. Output variables are dependent
on the achievement
of the organization.
Examples of these are production,
sales, costs, earnings, labor union/company
relations, and
amount of turnover. Usually an organization's
effectiveness
is measured by its end-result,

i.e., its output variables

alone (P. Hersey and K. Blanchard, 1969).

The intervening variables are the most directly related to human needs.

They are affected by the influence of

the organization, i.e., the management and their causal

variables.

The intervening variables, in turn, effect the

output variables, e.g., causing the employees to produce
well or poorly, or resulting in good labor/company rela-

tions or poor ones.

Organizational planners can either use

their influence through causal variables to produce quick,

short-term, end results, i.e., output variables, or satisfy the enduring,

long-term human needs, i.e., intervening

variables which help to insure long-term output.
ganizational planners are faced

v/ith a

Thus, or-

decision of using

their influence and expertise toward achieving short-term
or long-term goals.

This is a decision that can only be

made through a thorough "diagnosing of the environment"
(researching the environment) in order to ascertain the
needs and priorities of personnel, role definition and ex-
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pectations, peculiar situational forces,
and production.
Any mis-perceptions or dissension among
personnel about expectations and role definition, production,
etc. can reduce
the efficiency and effectiveness of the
organization. Organizational planners who correctly diagnose
problems and
symptoms (problematize) and set goals to remediate
them
are considered effective planners.
,

Once more, however, the socio-political-economic
forces impinging on the organizational environment are overlooked except as they affect the maintenance of the organi-

zation itself.

Ignoring these forces while operating only

on end result variables can have negative effects on others

within and outside of the organization.

Efficiently and

effectively planned self-maintenance goals made from an individualistic, isolationist stance can result in immoral
consequences.

For example, an auto company in

a

city,

operating on the basis of end-result variables may carefully diagnose and plan to decrease output by laying off
workers.

Hov/ever,

an increased unemployment rate and a

decrease in the revenus flowing in the city causes inflation, recession, and a higher crime rate.

tion^ decision (causal variable)

An organiza-

to decrease output in

order to save money based solely on end-result variables
has dire effects on that city and the people inside and out-

side the organization.

Given the literature's definition

;
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of a good organizational planner,
imagine the consequences
of planned acts perpetrated by an
organization like the Ku
Klux Klan on anybody sympathetic toward
insuring the civil
rights of ethnic and racial minorities in
America. Effi-

ciently and effectively planned bombings of
churches, and
murdering of human beings could be considered
"competent"

conceivably blaming and "reforming aberrant" minority
individuals by any means necessary for the preservation of
the KKK's conception of the "ideal" system could be a
condoned, moral act.

The primary method of effecting planned change in the

organization is through remediation of individual problems,
i.e., Naive reformation of individuals who are not func-

tioning properly in the "ideal" system.

Such planning ef-

forts are not geared to solve the root causes of problems.
Such planning based primarily on end-result variables, i.e.,

short-term goals, objectifies human beings within and outside the organization by neglecting the intervening, human
need variables, and their desire to become more fully human.

Conclusions about the literature on effective plan ning .

To summarize then,

the literature on planning effec-

tiveness provides the technology for efficient, skillful
planning, but is generally reformist.

Planning for effec-

tive group decision-making leads toward transformist planning by espousing planned communication and consensus deci-
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sions, both which imply dialogue
and cooperative participation.
It also helps solve the problems
caused by individualistic emphasis of achievement planning,
thereby not

allowing people to be objectified so
easily.

Planning for

organizational development builds on group
decision making
and contributes a construct for clearly
identifying
needs,

and measuring effectiveness over time,
i.e., the construct
of causal, intervening, and end-result
(or output) variables.
However, the planning in each forum neglects
to

define the environment in which they are planning.

They

(1)

imply that the environment is nurturant and "ideal,”

(2)

deny that the environment may be hostile to the people

in it, and (3) maintain an individualistic stance toward

solving problems while perpetuating an "ideal” system.
Moreover, the technology of planning encourages conforming
to the system and reforming any "deviate" part or individu-

als within the system, not transforming oppressive situa-

tions

into.-

responsive, cooperative ones.

Finally, all of

this literature on planning effectiveness infers that plan-

ning can be carried out amorally without regard for the

socio-political-economic forces working in an oppressive
system.

Although some Transformist notions toward dialogue,

equal and equitable participation, consensus, decisions, and

consideration of human needs are implied, planning technology as it is defined in the literature is fundamentally
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Reformist,

It decides for others, not with
them, what the

"ideal " system is.

It paternalistically diagnoses
problems

m

individuals as not fitting in with that
"ideal" system,
and finally, it paternalistically prescribes
a method for
reforming those deviate individuals so that
they will fit

into its system.

Repeating the definition of planning competence: it
is the capacity for articulating the most efficient
and

effective methods for getting something done which also
produces more positive effects and minimizes negative effects on others by anticipating the foreseeable future.

Three summary plates on completeness and competence in
a plan .

Following are three summary plates.

The first sum-

marizes the planning elements just reviewed by listing them
under their most appropriate planning phase: Naming, Reflecting, or Acting.

The second plate, entitled Table on

the Levels of Consciousness, lists under Magical and Naive

Consciousness (Planning) the ways that people play host to
the oppressive system and under Critical Consciousness

(Planning) the ways that people purge the oppressor from

their character.
of plates

I

The third plate constitutes a merging

and II to form a matrix.

By going down the

list of the planning elements, an indication of a planning

efforts completeness of planning technology can be obtained.

By going across the top of the matrix, an indica-

,
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tion of the level of consciousness, i.e., whether
the used
elements play host to the oppressor or purge the
oppressor

can be obtained.

The degree to which the planning is com-

plete and working toward purging the oppressor is the

degree to which the planning effort exhibits its level of
planning competence.

This level (degree) of planning com-

petence is obtained by cross referencing the categories on
the matrix.

Plate

I

This Table of Planning Completeness Elements is di-

vided into the respective planning phases: Naming, Reflecting,

and Acting (left to right); and is divided according

to Individual or Group Focus.

Most of the planning ele-

ments listed are common to both focuses.

As they appear

on the Table these elements can be construed as neutral

processes to be used when desiring to plan efficiently and
effectively; they are neither Reformist nor Transformist

Naive or Critical.

planning technology.

Therein lies the primary criticisms of
The technology of planning and its

component processes can be conceived neutrally, but

I

con-

tend that they cannot be used neutrally, i.e., amorally.

(Proceed on to Plate II for a continued note on this

criticism, and a solution to it.

'»

*

*

*
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Plate II

The technology of planning cannot be used
efficiently,

effectively, or amorally to achieve its ends;
that is
to say, it cannot be used without regard for
its conse-

quences on human beings living in an oppressive
environment.
Therefore, the following Table on the Levels of Consciousness

—

list of criteria for judging planning competence
is presented.

It is a summary of the ways in which

Magical and Naive persons play host to an oppressive system, and a summary of the ways which Critical persons act
to purge the oppressor molded ways from their personalities

toward transformation of the system.
II«
I.

Table on the Levels of Consciousness

Magical/Conforming Consciousness (Magical Planning)
a.
b.
c.

d.

II.

Naive/Reforming Consciousness (Naive Planning)
a.

b.
c.
d.

e.

III.

fearing the oppressor
seeing the oppressor as the inevitable winner
fatalistic attitude, i.e., resignation and
passive acceptance
waiting, i.e., waiting for the good will of
others or waiting for good luck

Ideology: accepting the oppressors explanations
Ideology: self deprecation or blame based on
the accepted explanations
Collusion: modeling the oppressor’s behavior
Collusion: mis-directed aggression, i.e.,
horizontal aggression and in tra-puni tiveness
Defense: gregariousness and emotionalism

Critical/Transforming Consciousness (Critical Planning)
a.

understands and rejects the oppressor’s

b.
c.

d.
e.

f.

ideology and explanations
purges the ways of the oppressor
own oppressor molded personality from one's
rejects oppressor models; affirms
self and
others of the oppressed
group perspective is taken toward
transforming the system
sees the system as the cause of
problem and understands how the oppressive
complex of
socio-political-economic forces work
uppermost is a scientific dialogical approach toward transformation in praxis
Plate III

The Matrix for Assessing the Levels of Planning
Com-

pleteness and Planning Competence is used to indicate
a plan’s degree of competence in planning,

(a)

i.e., is it more

of a Magical/Naive/Reformist plan than it is a Critical/

Transformist plan, or vice versa, according to the criteria
on Playing Host.

Step 1 ;

Decide if the planning effort

has an individual or group focus.

Step

2

:

Read down the

list of planning completeness elements (left hand side of

the matrix) and determine how many of the elements are pre-

sent in the planning effort.

The number of elements that

are present and absent indicates the degree of technological completeness.

Step

3

:

Read across from each complete-

ness element in order to determine whether it falls under

one of the criteria for playing host to the oppressor
(Magical/Naive) or for purging the oppressor molded ways

from one’s character (Critical).

The preponderance of

.
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Magical/Naive criteria versus
Critical criteria indicates
the degree to which the
planning effort is
Reformist or

Transformist; only

a

Group Focus can be Transformist

Some of the planning
completeness elements on Plate I
have been combined on Plate
III because they are either
synonymous or overlapping with each
other.
Under the Naming
Phase, the main consideration
is the ability to look

into
or explore a situation in order
to name solvable problems,
i.e., to express in articulate,
communicable terms a problem
confronting you. Since Linguistic Competence
is the ability
to express oneself in clear, articulate
terms (B. White,
1973), this element is subsumed under "defining
a problem.”
Under the Reflecting Phase, researching the
environment and

diagnosing it are essentially the same, especially
since
the purpose of Reflecting is to analyze and understand
a
problem in its "limit situation"; therefore, these two elements are listed singly as "researching the environment."
Also, under Reflecting, "manipulation and experimentation"
of the material environment requires intellectual acumen and

the ability to attend to problems or features in the en-

vironment in order to analyze root causes and oppressive
practices, relationships, and consequences.

Intellectual

Competence and Attentional Abilities, therefore, are included in and referred to under the element "manipulation
and experimentation."

Finally, in the Act.'ng Phase, Execu-
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tiv e Abilities require one to have
mastery over the strategies and resources needed in implementing a
plan of action.
Therefore, "activity, mastery, and executive
abilities"

will be subsumed under the single heading ACT.

ACT is con-

ceived of as the actual carrying out of action strategies,
while its accompanying element under Acting, Testing Alter-

native Action Strategies, is conceived of as the act of
judging the feasibility of an accepted plan of action and
its plausibility as a formalized contingency strategy.

The Group and Individual Focus planning completeness

elements are listed together, and not divided as on Plate
However, those competencies that are exclusively part of

I.
a

Group Focus, e.g., consensus decision-making, are designated with an asterisk (*).

This matrix has the potential

for being a scoring sheet for evaluating

a

planning effort

on its technological soundness and its competence to

achieve what it says it wants to achieve.
matrix should not be used as

a

However, this

piece of isolated technology

to assess competence in planning.

Rather it should be used

to elucidate the completeness and world view of a plan, and

its adherence to the concept of planning competence not a

technique of planning competence.

)

)

1

<
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Freire's Criteria for Judging Naive
vs. Critical
Consciousness
Attitude or World View Exhibited
MAGICAL, NAIVE/
REFORMIST

CRITICAL
TRANSFORMIST
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Part IV.

An Outline of the Process for Building Planning

Competence:

a

Process of Un-molding and Re-molding

Below are the three phases for building planning competence.

They are synonymous with (1) the steps used in

planning competently, and with

(2)

the three characteris-

tic responses of Freire's theory of conscientizar^ao: Naming,

Reflecting, Acting.

These phases are to be carried out in

collaboration with others in

a

cooperative dialogue where

the members of the group are responsive to each other while

thinking and acting on their situation, i.e., always en-

gaging in action/reflection, praxis.

Naming, Reflecting,

and Acting on the oppressive forces working to dehumanize

people without such dialogue in praxis with others, defeats
the purpose of planning for positive social change.

Without

responsive, cooperative dialogical praxis with others, it
does not matter how complete the planning technology or

how efficient and effective the planning effort is, it
still plans in isolation from others toward its own mani-

pulative ends and plays host to the oppressor.

Its means

and ends, no matter how well intentioned, are Magical/Naive/

Reformist, not Cri tical/Transf ormist

Phase

I

- naming .

Look into your situation to dis-

cover problems that exist.

Look to see if the situation and

they
its problems have always been this way or whether
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change.

Define specific problems and limit
them to manageable segments in the overall
situation.
Some prototype
questions* to start the naming
process are:
w hat are the most dehumanizing
problems in you
*
life now?
Should things be as they are?

How should they be?
P h a se II -

reflecting .

Reflect on and analyze the root

causes of the problems in their limit
situation.

The pri-

mary purpose of this analysis is to understand
the ways
these problems look in practice, the type of
relationships
they create between people, and the consequences
they incur
on people who are trying to live productive lives.
Prototype questions:
Why are things this way?
Who or What is to blame?
What is your role in the situation?

Phase III - acting .

Based on the reflection, act to

solve the problems by changing the problem situation.

Make

certain that more problems are not created by the solution.
This can be assured by formulating solutions responsively
•My appreciation for these questions is extended to
Bill Smith who formulated them as a part of his effort to
to develop a coding system for Freire's levels of consciousness •
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and cooperatively with others;
keeping in mind that talking,
listening, and participating with other
people can produce

greater benefit than acting and thinking
alone.
work to understand, reject, and get rid

Constantly

of the causes, prac-

tices, and consequences that create and
perpetuate the problem and its depressing situation. The
goal is for people
to live productive and full lives, not
depressed and unfulfilled lives. Prototype questions:

What can be done?

What should be done?
What have you done or what will you do?

The following chapters two, three, and four present

planning efforts that strive toward social change.

Chap-

ters two and three present group planning efforts, and

chapter four presents an individual planning method.

Each

effort will be examined and critiqued for its level of planning competence, i.e., whether or not its planning is Re-

formist or Transf ormist •

Chapter five presents a summary

of the dissertation, conclusions drawn from the analyses,
and implications of the analyses.

CHAPTER

II*

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE NAACP
CAMPAIGN
AGAINST EDUCATIONAL DISCRIMINATION

Introduction
As is anticipated by the title of this
dissertation the
thrust of "critical” planning is toward social
change (transformation). This "critical" analysis, besides
scrutinizing

weaknesses in the technology of planning, scrutinizes
planned efforts which purport social system change as

primary goal.

a

Chapter II begins that scrutiny of efforts

at social change.

The National Association for the Advance-

ment of Colored People's campaign against educational dis-

crimination is
fort,

a

particularly clear example of such an ef-

It works to change two social systems by working

toward the desegregation of American Public Education

through the American Judicial system.

Both the American

Educational and Judicial Systems were to be changed, so that
they could no longer legally discriminate against Black-

americans.

Particular

i r'

L

erest will be applied to the style

and world view of Charles Hamilton Houston the "architect
and dominant force of the legal program of the NAACP."

(William Hastie, 1950)
The criteria for scrutinizing this planned social

•Much of the source material on this NAACP campaign
comes from Genna Rae McNeil in her dissertation on Charles
Hamilton Houston.
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change effort are the same as the essential
themes determining planning completeness and planning
competence, and
were laid out in Chapter One. They are
the technology of
planning (Plate I) and the Freirean levels of
consciousness (Plate II).
These two sets of criteria (essential
themes) will be used to judge the planned efforts
level of
competence by developing and reinforcing the two planning

competence themes as they are applied to it.
ing the criteria,

i.e.,

them will be answered:

gically complete?

After apply-

the themes, two questions borne of
(1)

Is the planned effort technolo-

And (2) What level of consciousness

does the effort encourage; or more precisely asked, does
the effort encourage liberation from and transformation of
the oppressive system?

If the answers are "yes" to both

questions, then the planned effort is competent; i.e., it
is a critical/transformist planning effort.

to either question is "no",

If the answer

then the planned effort is

Magical-Naive/Reformist and plays host to the oppressive
system.

These same thematic questions will be applied to

the efforts presented in Chapters Three and Four, and will

be ansv/ered upon completion of the "critical” analysis of
these two social change efforts.
The analysis in this chapter will be achieved by con-

centrating on several key determinations made in preparing
the NAACP campaign against educational discrimination.
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They are:
paign,

(2)

(1)

determining the ultimate goal of the cam-

determining the overall approach of the cam-

paign, i.e., the approach most likely to
achieve that ultimate goal, (3) determining the particular points
of focus
or "limit situations” in that approach, and
(4) the par-

ticular strategies needed in order to produce favorable
results in each of those limit situations.
ing on the planning completeness,

By concentrat-

level of consciousness,

and style of interaction in the making of these key dis-

criminations, the NAACP effort’s level of planning competence will become apparent.
The Campaign's Ultimate Goal

The first determination to be made by Charles Houston
and the NAACP Legal Committee, as executors of the "cam-

paign against discrimination",
the campaign.

v/as

the specific goal of

Since Houston, as Special Counsel, was lead-

er of the legal campaign, much of the baseline reflection

toward this first determination emanated from him.

This

baseline reflection, usually articulated in communication
with others, aroused the kind of dialogical responses from
his associates needed for making firm and sound choices.

Using a quotation from Frederick Douglass as

a

stimulus,

Houston initiated reflection which would look at the problem in the total American context:
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To make a contented slave you must
make a thoughtless one, ...darken his
moral and mental vision, and ... annihilate
his power of reason.
He must be able to
detect no inconsistencies in slavery...
It must not depend upon mere force: the
slave must know no higher law than his
master*s will.

—

Frederick Douglass (1881)

With this quotation the problematization process was
begun, for it seemed to Houston that slavery of a new type

existed in the South; but, it remained slavery nonetheless.
If Black people allowed this new slavery to continue a

worse kind of oppression would await them.

Blackamericans

must ceaselessly protest discrimination and fight for

"identical quality and quantity of educational opportunity
(for) all citizens regardless of race, color or creed...

democracy and ignorance cannot endure side by side" (Houston, June 1935).

Houston said further that ignorance, if

allowed to prevail among the masses or among any race, becomes the "tools of a small exploiting class."*
ple without adequate sch'

Black peo-

ling and educational opportunity

could be manipulated by the dominant class of white Americans for its own ends and against the interests of Black-

americans.

Furthermore, he believed that inequality in the

"Segregated Educational System Hit...," (Unidentified

Residence.
clipping), n.d. (ca. 1935), Family Album, Houston

.
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education of Black youth aids and abets the cause of ignorance from generation to generation and condemns the entire race to an inferior position in American society.

The

white man claims Blackamerican slowness, backwardness and
lesser intelligence as justification for having "poorer
teachers, wretched schools, shorter terms and an inferior
type of education" but there can be only one legitimate

answer to the question of why there exists such treatment.*

Houston reflected in an address to other lawyers that:
...discrimination in education is symbolic
of all the more drastic discriminations
which Negroes suffer in American life. And
these apparent senseless discriminations in
education against Negroes have a very definite
objective on the part of the ruling whites to
curb the young (Negroes) and prepare them to
accept an inferior position in American life
without protest or struggle. In the United
States the Negro is economically exploited,
politically ignored and socially ostracized.
His education reflects his condition; the
discriminations practiced against him are no
accident
(C. H. Houston, August 1, 1935)

This reflection led directly to the statement of what would
be the goal of the NAACP "campaign against discrimination."
Again,

the words of Special Counsel Charles H. Houston ar-

ticulate

it:

Absolute identity of educational op
portunities as students, as teachers, as
•"Segregated Educational System Hit. . .," (Unidentified
Residence.
clipping), n.d. (ca. 1935), Family Album, Houston
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administrators. Equality of education is
not enough.
There can be no true equality under a segregated system.
No segregation operates fairly on a minority group
unless it is a dominant minority .. .The
American Negro is not a dominant minority;
therefore he must fight for complete elimination of segregation as his ultimate
goal.
(C. H. Houston,

August

1,

1935)

The thinking on and analysis of the problem (reflection)

leading up to this ultimate goal, and the decision for

such a goal clearly represents a system view of the problem

facing Blackamericans and shows an understanding of the
ideology, explanations, and practices of an oppressive system.

The opportunity was available to accept the explana-

tion which justified public schools and to choose a goal
that was more individual-Blackamerican-directed than system

directed.

For example, a campaign to raise and demand more

money so that "equal” school facilities, and "equally"
trained teachers could be built and hired.

However, a sys-

tem view of the problem dictates that ’^quality of education
is not enough."

Working toward equality of facilities,

training and hiring wl thin

a

segregated, discriminatory

system addresses only part of the problem, and puts the

entire burden of responsibility on Blackamericans.

The

system view dictated that the end of discrimination could
only be achieved through "complete elimination of segregation."

These same cri tical/transf ormist traits and others

.

»
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emerge while making the second key determination:
the proper approach to use toward achieving the campaign
s ultimate
goal
The Campaign’s Strategic Approach

Having set such a broad and challenging ultimate goal,
but also understanding that the law within its limitation
was an effective way of achieving it, Houston offered an

approach.

It was an approach advocating "posit ionary tac-

tics", i.e.,

..."the steps one takes to move from one posi-

tion to another."

Moreover, he realized that besides de-

vising and outlining the tactics, a rationale for such tactics must also be formulated (C. H. Houston, August

1,

1935).

It is during this formulation of the approach’s rationale

that the campaign’s style of interaction begins to become

clear.

Houston reasoned that the approach must be imbued with
a thorough

understanding of the American system, and take

into account the specific realities of that system con-

fronting oppressed people everyday.

He called for a long-

term legal struggle grounded in the planned and deliberate

prosecution of test cases which would establish favorable
legal precedents, and thereby lay the foundation for later

more direct assaults on racist discrimination and segregation.

Debate over this step by step, positionary approach
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between Houston and his civil rights and
civil libertarian
peers helped in clearly formulating the
rationale for the
approach, especially when confronted with
the

arguments sug-

gested by his white predecessor, Nathan Margold.

Margold

had argued that immediate and direct attacks
on segrega-

tion be made on the grounds that it was
unconstitutional

when it involved inequality.

In the debate with his peers

who agreed with the Margold Report and whose ideas about
the proper approach differed greatly, the reasoning
behind

the step-by-step approach was enumerated.

The ra tionale

.

First of all, a stepwise approach would

have greater long-term results than the direct attack approach.

Direct attacks did not take into account the lack

of tradition for equality in the American system, while a
slov/er process would force the courts into the admission

that inequalities did exist, and through its more deliberate

educative role begin to build one.

Also,

the lack of tradi-

tion for equality would not allow judges to listen sym-

pathetically to such

a

frontal attack.

The following quo-

tation elaborates the reasoning:
We must never forget that the public
officers, elective or appointive, are servants of the class which places them in
office and maintains them there. It is too
much to expect the court to go against the
established and crystallized social customs, when to do so could mean professional
and political suicide... We cannot depend
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upon the judges to fight... our battles...
(C. H. Houston, August 1, 1935)
Second, this campaign was not seen as a legal exercise for

lawyers and the liberal elite; it must also contain

gram which involves the masses of Black in America.

pro-

a

Their

role would be to initiate action against particular in-

equalities and discriminations in education with the NAACP
acting as a facilitator to exposing those miscarriages of
justice.

The masses of Blacks must be able to see the in-

equities in their local communities and not be too afraid
or apathetic to act on them.

This means that we have to... slow down
until we have developed a sustaining mass
interest behind program. . .The social and
public factors must be developed at least
along with and, if possible, before the
actual litigation commences.
(C. H. Houston, November 14, 1935, C199,
NAACP papers)
Third, the logic and justice of the NAACP position was seen
as important to others besides Blackamericans .

Poor whites

as well suffered under the oppressive system and also

helped to perpetrate its oppression.

There was the need

neutralized
for their racial prejudice against Blacks to be
to be eliand the need for discrimination in mixed schools
stemmed from
minated. The basis for much of the prejudice

of and therefore
the fact that poor whites were not aware
with Blacks.
did not see that they share mutual interests
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The most common of the interests being the recognition that
poor whites and Blacks suffer under the same economic con-

ditions.

The stepwise approach of building precedents was

necessary to neutralize and hopefully develop in them
sustaining mass interest behind the program.”

Ma

Therefore, it

is paramount that any...

proposition. . .for public action, should be
interpreted not simply as a Negro proposition, but as a proposition affecting the
majority of the people: all the poor people of this country, white and black alike.
(C. H. Houston, August 1,

Three possible objectives .

1935)

Furthermore, rather than

going for the ”all or nothing" end-result of direct attacks,
three possible objectives could be achieved by attempting
to set precedents in cases:

(1)

There is the possibility of

a direct and immediate result such as the court ordering

the admission of a student or the equalization of salaries
in a school system.

(2)

Realizing the high probability of

losing, there is the possibility of producing positive by-

products like exposing

a

particular evil or using the court

as a forum for education and building public sentiment.

Some temporary ameliorative action could result from a

sufficiently strong voice of public opinion.
court could be

a

(3)

The

laboratory for extracting vital informa-

tion that would otherv/ise be difficult to obtain.

For in-

with
stance, subpoenaing public education officials along
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all of their records, e.g., salary schedules,
budgets,

building and maintenance plans.

As Houston put it:

...we can bring the whole state education
department into court with all its records,
put each official on the stand under oath
and wring him dry of information.
(C.

H. Houston,

August 1935)

The logic of the "positionary tactics, step-by-step

approach” was delineated.

And,

through and as a part of the

debate (dialogue) with others, that is with his civil

rights/libertarian peers, its rationale was secured.

This

willingness on Houston's part to debate, dialogue, work with,
and involve others in the determination process serves as
an illustration of democratization and participation.

His

insistence on such involvement in his own leadership style
permeated the entire campaign and recognized the need and

importance of educative participation in any positive social change effort.

A thorough understanding of the domi-

nant American ideology and its explanations, and a thorough

accounting of specific realities confronting oppressed peoples in the American society are evidenced in the rationale.
And, a systemic view of the long-term problem of discrimina-

tion and segregation and its lack of tradition for equality
is maintained.

It is a systemic view that is not deluded

by the tantalizing end-results of attacking inequalities

directly.

Such delusion sees inequalities as unconstitu-

tional, but forgets the intervening variables that account
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for judges maintaining loyalty to their
constituents, and
the masses' need to educate themselves to
the "logic and
justice of the NAACP position," A systemic view
recognized
the need for building "a sustaining mass interest."

One

which is demonstrated by "all the poor people of this
country, black and white alike, initiating action and par-

ticipating in a 'campaign' against discrimination." Through
this action the race is upheld and not "condemned."

In the

next set of key determinations this systemic world view

continues, and the campaign's degree of planning completeness becomes apparent.

Identifiable "Limit Situations"
"Three glaring and typical discriminations" as they

were called by Houston served as the major focal points for
the NAACP litigation program.

These points were

(1)

dif-

ferentials in salaries between white and Black teachers
having the same qualifications, holding the same certificates, and doing the same work

;

(2)

inequalities in trans-

portation facilities which lie at the basis of all problems in the consolidation of rural schools; and (3) in-

equalities in graduate and professional education offered
by state-supported universities to v/hite students, but cut
off from Black students who had completed their under-

graduate training.

These "glaring and typical discrimina-

.
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tionS"

besides being seen as focal points, can also
be
seen as "limit situations." They can be "limit
situations"
,

in the Freirean sense of situations which illustrate
ways

that the governing oppressive system impedes and stifles

human growth and participation in the society, i.e, situations where the need exists to change the rules and practices of an oppressive relationship.

Or,

they can be seen

in the sense of "limiting the situation" so that manageable

problems may be worked on.
Teacher salary differentials .

The first situation re-

garding salary differentials was chosen because salary
scales were generally regulated by law.

Three types of

suits were offered toward the equalization of teacher pay

scales.

One suit to equalize the pay between Black and

white in-service teachers.

A second suit for the differen-

tial in back pay of a teacher who has left service.

third,

And a

taxpayers* suit to equalize salaries on the basis

that equal education with regard to teaching cannot be

achieved while Black teachers are on an inferior pay scale.
This taxpayers* suit would allege that Black teachers being
paid less money than white teachers provide adequate public

teaching service to the state; therefore, it is

a

waste of

the taxpayers* money to pay white teachers more (Houston,

August

1

,

1935 )

The last stance set the stage for some particularly
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interesting dialogue which debated the merits of
advocating
such a policy.
It was a tenuous stance as pointed
out by

the criticism Houston received from those of socialist
per-

suasions.

These critics can be represented here by Lyonel

Florant, who identified himself as

a

member of "the inter-

national movement for working class emancipation."

damned the taxpayer suit proposal as "scabbing."

Florant
It would

only result in lowering the wages of the entire teaching

profession whose wages were too low already.

"The Negro

teachers would not win higher wages"; instead more barriers
would be placed between Black and white labor, and only

capitalist interests would be served (Florant, September 24,
1935).

One part of the dialogue, Florant to Houston, had

been presented.

Within two days Houston had v/ritten back

to this Howard University student explaining the reasoning

for this particular taxpayers' suit position.

The inten-

tion of the position was not to bring white teacher salaries
down, but to "convince the white teachers that they cannot

remain upon their pedestal of high salaries without bringing the salaries of Negro teachers up..."

be filed simultaneously:

(1)

white teachers' salaries, and

a taxpayers'
(2)

a

suit to lower the

a suit by a

to bring Black teacher salaries up.

would have to make

Two suits would

Black teacher

The white magistrates

choice of lowering white teachers'

salaries in order to save tax money thus invoking the ire
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of their own constituency; or they would have to
raise

Black teachers' salaries commensurate with those of the

white teachers.
Blacks.

A win-win situation would be created for

Furthermore, such a position correctly held the

belief that before the South would let the salaries of
white teachers be lowered, it would raise those of Black
teachers.

Loyalty to one's constituency would over-rule

the lowering of white teacher salaries.

Black teacher

salaries would be raised; Black and white labor would not
be pitted against each other; and the basic salary struc-

ture would be redefined.

By filing

ly the intention would be clear,

a

tv/o

suits simultaneous-

precedent would be set,

and the catastrophic "scabbing” forecast by Florant would

be avoided.

The desire by Houston to dialogue with others, and in
this case his willingness to traverse classical social

boundaries by responding to
he himself

v/as

a

"mere" student even though

highly regarded and noted professional,

emphasizes his style as
of leadership.

a

a

dialogical and responsive example

It is a style of interactive leadership

that elicits, shares, participates with, and involves peo-

ple in a systemic view of their own problem situation.

All

the while this sort of participation educates toward a sys-

temic knowledge and understanding of the oppressive situation.

The exploring, researching, defininj, suggesting of
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strategies; the feelings of need, fears of
failure, and
hopes of success expressed so far help to
demonstrate the
planning completeness of the NAACP campaign
(see list of

competencies).

It continues in determining the strategies

toward success in the two remaining limit situations:
trans-

portation inequalities, and inequalities in graduate and
professional training.

Transportation inequalities .

The key determination

made in the transportation inequalities limit situation was
for a more direct attack on the issue.

There were two pri-

mary aspects considered for determining this strategy.
First, the success of a program of consolidating schools is

dependent upon physically getting students to and from
school in a reasonable length of time.

Second...

there is a psychological aspect to white
children being transported to school in
busses while Negro children plod along
the road.
An inferiority complex is installed in the Negro children without one
word being said about the difference between races.
It does not have to be said
to either white children who have ridden
to a consolidated brick school for eight
years, clean and dry, in busses furnished
by the county, (or to) the Negro children (who) trudged along the road... to a
little ramshackled, wooden, one-room
school house.
(C. H. Houston, July 12, 1935)
It is clear when considering these aspects that white child-

ren are "superior" and Black children are "inferior"; it
is also clear that the Black child's education is not equal
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to that of the white child (G.R. McNeil,

1975).

Both aspects, i.e., the getting to and from
school in
a reasonable length of time and the
debilitating psychological factors, failed to comply with the established
equalization precedent of the "separate, but equal" doctrine
in

the Plessy vs. F erquson U. S. Supreme Court decision
of

1896.

Providing transportation for one group to and from

school at public expense, but not for the other group did
not provide "equal" treatment.

For these reasons a man-

damus suit whose favorable decision would compell school

districts to provide transportation for Black children at
public expense was thought to be

a

more beneficial approach.

Also, in light of the unsuccessful attempt to abolish segre-

gated schools on the grounds that Black children had to
walk farther to school than white children in the decision,

Dacameron vs . Bavliss

,

14 Ariz. 180,

126 Pac. 273

(1912);

that is, the difficulty of prosecuting a transportation

case to end segregation all at once was apparent (G. R.
McNeil, 1975).

This mandamus approach would proceed more

slowly, but could directly attack and change transportation

inequalities in the process and begin to re-define the
rules governing

a

segregated school system.

Unequal trans-

portation facilities could no longer be used to insure unequal schooling.

Researching the history of "separate, but
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equal " education and transportation suits
against segregation, and understanding their operation in
the system, help
to make the key determination in favor of a direct
attack

against segregated schooling.

it is a decision for the

moderate-risk, attainable goal of forcing the court to admit the existence of unequal transportation facilities,
rather than the high-risk, low probability goal of immediate and total abolition of separate school facilities.

Researching, moderate-risk and other planning completeness
traits also appear in the next determination: the litigation strategy against graduate and professional education

inequalities.

Inequalities in graduate and professional training

.

It

is generally accepted in America that Blacks need to develop

themselves so that
the race.”

’’the

bright ones” can become ’’leaders of

The failure of certain states to allow Black-

americans access to graduate and/or professional schools
did not allow this attitude and aspiration to be fulfilled.
In 1935, for instance,

"tnere was not

a

single state-sup-

ported institution of higher learning in any one of 17 out
of 19 states requiring separation by

lav;

where a Negro

might pursue professional or graduate training at public

expense (C. H. Houston, August

1,

1935).

There were

a

few

cases of granting out-of-state scholarships for Blackamericans’ post-baccalaureate training, but they covered only
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living costs.

These scholarships did not compensate for

travel and maintenance outside of the state that
ordinarily

would not be

a

major factor for persons receiving training

in their home state.

These states used the scholarship

provisions as a pretext for the equalization of training.
Simply put, this practice of not providing access to state-

supported professional or graduate training or an equal op-

portunity for acquiring it meant that white Americans were
taxing Blackamericans "to educate the future White leaders
who are supposed to rule over" Blacks.
ly insisted,

August

1,

Houston empathetical-

"we must break this up or perish" (Houston,

1935).

With this chain of circumstances in mind
half of Donald Gaines Hurray was undertaken.

a

suit on be-

Mr. Murray

was a gifted academically sound, graduate of Amherst College (’34) who wanted to attend Law School in Maryland, his

home state, especially since he wanted to pass the bar and
He desired and needed access to a profes-

practice there.

sional school in his home state of Maryland.

Before the

case was chosen, his situation was carefully scrutinized and

weighed against

"

the requirements for

a_

good subject of

a_

court case " as established by Houston and the NAACP Legal

Committee:
...proper parties, with definite fixed responsibilities. In other words we should
have a defendant or defendants w.*o in their
own personalities, whether human or cor—

.
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porate, represent the discriminations
which we desire to attack.

...the situation must represent a sharppreferably a single
issue. .
ly defined issue:

• •
the issue must be supported by demonstrable evidence...

...we must have a case where if we get a
judgment we can substantially enforce
the judgment by auxiliary legal proceedings against a university official...

...(the case should) present key discriminations and. . .furnish a focus or springboard for extending the attacks on a
larger front.
(C. H.

Houston, August

1,

1935)

With proper legal counsel, Murray's case met or could meet
all of these requirements, so in collaboration with and

with the cooperation of Thurgood Marshall and William

Gosnell the action toward the suit began.

I.

Murray applied

in proper form to the University of Maryland Law School

enclosing his two dollar fee; this was January

24,

1935.

The University returned his application and money order
on February 9, 1935, stating that "the University does not

accept Negro students..."

On March 6, 1935, Murray ex-

hausted his last internal option.

The President of the

University returned his fee and the Board of Regents refused to act on his application.

Mandamus proceedings were

filed in the Baltimore City Court asking the court to compell the University to receive and consider Murray's ap-

plication as a part of their regular order of form.

Ref-
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erence to race was omitted so that the procedure could not
be circumvented at the outset, so that

a

trial would be

assured, and so that the educational discriminations that

Negroes suffer in Maryland would have "a chance to (be
developed) under oath by examination of witnesses and pro-

duction of documents” (C. H. Houston, April

4,

1936).

On June 18, 1935, Murray vs . the University of Mary land (Diamond,

1936) was heard and won.

A writ of manda-

mus ordered Murray's admission to the University's Law

School on the grounds that equal treatment was not pro-

vided by the state; also, since Murray's academic qualifi-

cations had been already admitted into court, his credentials had surpassed the consideration/acceptance require-

ments of the University as a matter of form.

decision by Judge Eugene
than expected.

With this

O' Dunne more had been achieved

Murray's application to the University of

Maryland had been considered and accepted, and his admission ordered.

The University's arguments that Murray could

receive equal education under the out-of— state scholarship
program were persuasively refuted by Marshall, Houston, and
Gosnell.

The scholarship could not help Murray since he

wanted to practice in Maryland.

Murray was admitted and

attended the University of Maryland Law School.

The case

November
was appealed in the Maryland Court of Appeals on
1935,

1936.
and the decision affirmed on January 15,

5,
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manifestation of

a

hostile public sentiment, and no harm

done the institution or any of its members" had
appeared
since Murray’s entry in September was the only new
evidence

presented.

In the opinion of the Appeals Court, this Black

young man who was refused admission solely on the basis
of
race,

"should be allowed to attend the one existing state

law school since compliance with the constitution could not
be deferred at the will of the state, and substantial equality of treatment had to be furnished.

"Also, the court

maintained that the out-of-state" scholarship provisions
made by the state of Maryland did not afford Murray equal

protection as guaranteed by the fourteenth amendment of
the U. S. Constitution (G. R. McNeil, 1975).

Certainly choosing graduate and professional education
inequalities as

a

systemic focal point, and choosing the

proper type of suit for this limit situation were key determinations; however, choosing a good case which met or could
meet precise requirements of form and substance for its

prosecution was an even more key determination.

Afterall,

if the prospective defendant would have exercised the op-

tion of a scholarship to attend a graduate or professional

school out-of-state, or was not academically qualified, or
had filed an improperly filled out application, the point
of the case could have been avoided or lost.
tion,

In this situa-

the entire Murray strategy understood, met, and prop-

erly used the procedures and operational structures of the
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of the existing oppressive system in order to clearly de-

fine the single issue being contested.

Mo disparity in

form or substance could circumvent the primary issue: dis-

crimination solely on the basis of race in graduate and professional education.

This thorough, deliberate and precise

attention to the detailed operation of the system brought
about a precedent-setting decision which clearly demarcated
the boundaries and redefined the rules of equal treatment

and equal protection under the law for Blackamericans as it
is

applied to graduate and professional training.

Education of the Masses
One last key aspect of the NAACP "campaign against

discrimination" in public education w as Houston's emphasis
on the education and participation of the masses.

This em-

phasis undergirds the whole social change effort; it has

been alluded to earlier during the rationale for the posi-

tionary tactic/stepwise approach.

In keeping with this em-

phasis, Houston stressed the need for "convincing the

masses of Negroes themselves that they are

a part of

the

public who owns and controls the schools"; and that "both
schools (Black and white) belong to one and the same system;

and the system belongs to the public" (G. R. McNeij.,

1975 ).

NAACP elicitation.

Adhering to this self-mandate,
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Houston and other NAACP lawyers went on the road speaking
to civic bodies,

teacher associations, interracial coun-

cils, church congregations, and student groups about the

general legal campaign and its relationship to particular
local situations.

They encouraged the making of films and

the offering of snapshot contests in order to illustrate

typical and clear discriminations affecting Blackarr.ericans
and also to illustrate clear advancement away from those

inequalities.

He was disappointed, however, that only one

film was ever made.

Many snapshots and

a

constant flow of

articles about these local discriminations appeared in

Crisis

,

the NAACP magazine.

Blackamerican fraternities and

sororities were encouraged to conduct lyceum sessions on
civil rights, public use facilities, transportation, and

schooling discriminations.

In addition, organizations were

asked to raise funds which would help to support persons

whose litigation was

a part of the NAACP campaign.

Another

part of the effort to help the masses become "socially

literate" in the ideology and practices of racial oppression was the creation of additional non-establishment media

resources like Crisis

,

and Black newspapers.

Established

media channels were not accustomed to discussions of racial
equality, so new channels were needed.
Local participation .

participat ion

,

This insistence on education,

and invo lvement of the masses of Blackameri-
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cans was necessary to the success of the campaign.

Per-

sonal development at the local level, demonstrated by being able to problematize about and name particular discri-

minations, was crucial to the overall social and political

development of the campaign and necessary toward building
that "sustaining mass interest."

Encouraging the masses

to work with themselves, and in groups toward naming, re-

flecting, and acting, i.e., transforming, the rules of the

Black/white relationship in America was the undergirding
emphasis of the entire campaign.

Houston's personal belief

was that the NAACP should not force a school fight upon any

community; rather, the masses, as individuals and as
groups, should identify their particular discriminations af-

fecting them and initiate action toward correcting them.
The NAACP then, with its expertise in legal strategy and

organization, could help the masses in that process.

An

example of how Houston encouraged the masses to initiate
action which the NAACP could help with appears as a pro-

cedural memorandum to "lay persons."

It appeared in

Crisis and recommended an eight point procedural strategy
for attacking discriminations in county school system bud-

gets

:

Examine the records of
Get the facts.
and the CounEducation
of
Board
State
the
budgets
school
the
and
boards,
school
ty
public
are
They
years.
ten
past
for the
inspect
to
right
a
heve
you
and
records

1.
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If the county school board, the division superintendent, and the court are all
guilty of discrimination against Negroes,
adequate court remedy is open according to
the particular circumstances.
6.

Pay your poll taxes, register and VOTE.
Organize non-partisan political clubs for
better education and get as many cooperating
clubs as possible.
Prepare a program and
submit it to all candidates for office.
Publicize your program and appeal to the
press and all liberal-minded whites.
7.

Do not lose heart if victory does not
come at once. Persevere to the end.
(C. H. Houston, February, 1936)

8.

Conclusions from the Analysis

Throughout this analysis, repeated reference has been
made to

(1)

the campaign's systemic world view of the prob-

lem of discrimination,

(2)

the elements of planning com-

pleteness used in determining the overall strategy toward

achieving the ultimate goal of "a complete elimination of

segregation," and (3) the attitude toward
tical/transf ormist

,

a

continual cri-

dialogical style of interaction during

the making of those key determinations.

This systemic view,

style of
this completeness of planning, and this elicited

prointeraction is evidenced clearly again in the above
theme-related
cedural memorandum. Now, the two essential
effort techquestions can be answered: (1) Is the planned

nologically complete?

Yes!

And (2) what level of con-

precisely
sciousness does this effort encourage; or more
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asked, does the effort encourage liberation from and trans-

formation of the oppressive system?

Yes,

the effort is

critical/transf ormist in its attitude, i.e., its level of
consciousness.

Following are specific citations from the

campaign of the ways it meets both essential themes (sets
of criteria) of planning competence:

Planning Completeness Elements
I. NAMING

Exploring
Defining

a

Problem

Goal Setting

•Consensus Decision
Making
•Long Term Goals

-the masses looking for particular discriminations affecting them
-a new type of slavery; discrimination in education; absolute identity of educational opportunity
-complete elimination of segregation; equalization of salaries, facilities, post-graduate training

-identifying typical and glaring discriminations by Houston and Legal Committee
-building a tradition of equality toward the goal of discrimination and segregation

II. REFLECTING

Manipulation and
Experimentation

Researching the
Environment

-the taxpayer proposal containing simultaneous suits
toward equalizing teacher
salaries

—researching the specific
realities of oppression
facing Blackanericans understanding the American svs;

.

them
2.
Prepare your own budget suggestions,
according to the needs of the schools for
Negroes.
Try to have your budget suggestions in proper form and presented to
the division superintendent and the county school board not later than (the first
of the month) so that they will have one
month to consider it before they are compelled to file their own budgets. Prepare ^ h<r bu ^get in the light of existing
discriminations as revealed by examination of the board’s records and the budgets.
Back up your budget suggestions
with statistical study of the condition
of Negroes in the community, the salary
of Negro teachers and cost of living,
the number of Negro children crowded into
a given schoolroom, distances Negro children have to travel to school, the amount
of buildings and equipment for Negroes as
compared to whites, etc.

3.
Get as many groups as possible to cooperate and endorse the budget, and then
ask the division superintendent and the
country school board for a hearing.
4.
If the county school board refuses to
include the items suggested in the budget
or otherwise make equal provisions for
Negroes, get five heads of families who
have children in school and appeal. It
is not necessary that the heads of families be voters; they do not even have to
be taxpayers. They have the right to
appeal from the fact that they are members of the public specially affected by
the decision of the board.

If the division superintendent grants
the item, but the county board of supervisors refuses to include it in the county levy or to make a cash appropriation
to cover the same, get fifty taxpayers,
qualified, to vote, to petition the circuit court of the county for a special
5.

election
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tem, know the history of

"separate, but equal" litigation

Inventory of Thoughts
NEED

-needing adequate schooling
and educational opportunity
in order to avoid condemnation of the entire race to
an inferior position in America
Hope of Success
-the possibility of a direct
and immediate result such as
the court ordering the admission of a student or the
equalization of salaries in a
school district
Moderate-Risk
-forcing the court to admit
that there exists unequal
facilities and rectifying it
rather than going for the
total abolition of segregation all at once
-realizing the high probabiliFear of Failure
ty of losing some cases
-in Murray, more had been
Success Feelings
achieved than expected; admission was ordered
-it was disappointing that
Failure Feelings
only one film was made
segregation;
-discrimination;
World Obstacles
inequality of opportunity,
salary scales, facilities
Personal Obstacles -ignorance, apathy, and fear
with regard to the masses
feeling in control
-locally initiated action
HELP
aided by NAACP expertise
Alternative
Suggesting
-three alternative outcomes of
Action Strategies
cases
Long Term vs. Short
-an end to discrimination and
Term Goals
segregation vs. the constitutionality of inequality
-the maintenance of communica•Planning Communication
tion between the Special
Counsel, peers, and the masses
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not depend upon thejudgesto fight... out battles..." 2) The Blackamerican insistence on
equality of opportunity for all oppressed people
and on affirmation of oppressed people's right
and capacity to attain and maintain it.

Group Focus-prosecution of cases which re-define and
transform rules and relationships between groups,
e.g., salary differentials, transportation inequalities, post-graduate educational opportunity.
System is Cause of Problems-"Equali ty of education is
not enough.
There can be no true equality under a
segregated system. No segregation operates fairly
on a minority group unless it is a dominant minority... the American Negro is not a dominant minority..."
Scientific, Dialogical Approach to Transformation-1) the
procedural memorandum for attacking county school
the entire, thoroughly planned stepbudgets;
2)
wise "campaign against discrimination" with its
encouragement of two-way communication and participation between the NAACP hierarchy and the masses are micro- and macro-examples of such an approach.

Summary
In a Crisis article entitled "Educational Inequali-

ties Must Go," (October, 1935) Houston presents
of the NAACP education program.

a

synopsis

It succinctly states the

specific objectives, the purpose, and the rationale for the
program.

It seems fitting that this chapter should end

campaign,
with this critical/ transform! st synopsis of the

alerting
and secondly with Houston's own words clearly
that the process toward critical transforma-

Blackamericans

tion of the system is an on-going one.

Houston writes:

educat ior.al proAt the present time the NAACP
tor its i
gram has six specific objectives
>
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•Consensus Decision
Making

•Causal-Intervening-Output (or End-Result)
Variables

III,

-agreement on strategies to be
used in the three limit situations

-positionary/stepwise approachignorance and a lack of tradition for equality-admission
and end to inequalities

Acting

Act
Testing Alternative
Strategies
•Consensus Decision
TUT

A

*-\ /~f

•Long Term Goals

-prosecuting test cases

-mandamus suits; taxpayer suits
-agreement on type of suit and
issues to be stressed, e.g.,
Houston, Marshall, and Gosnell on out-of-state scholarship issue
-equal treatment, equal protection, complete elimination
of segregation

Level of Consciousness

Critical/Transf or mist Consciousness
Understands and Rejects Oppressor Ideology- justif ication
for school facilities, etc., was grounded in the
claim of Blackamerican lesser intelligence, etc.;
"discrimination in education is symbolic of all the
more drastic discriminations which Negroes suffer
...these apparent senseless discriminations...
have a very definite ob j ective" • • • the discriminations practiced against him are no accident."
Purges Ways of the Oppressor-insistence on dialogical
cooperative leadership, education, and partic_pa—
tion between racial groups; no insistence on inequalities between races, or superiority of one
racial group over another.

Rejects Oppressor Models/Affirm Self-1) "It is too
the estabmuch to expect the court to go against ...
ie canlished and crystallized social customs

.
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mediate efforts:
(a) equality of school terms;
(b) equality of pay for Negro teachers having
the same qualifications and doing the
same work as white teachers;
(c) equality of transportation for Negro
children at public expense;
(d) equality of buildings and equipment;
(e) equality of per capita expenditure for
education of Negroes;
(f) equality in graduate and professional
training.
The NAACP and all Negroes desire to live at peace with
their v/hite fe llow citizens. They crave amicable race
relations, but they want them founded on dignity and
self-respect
Real amicable race relations cannot be
m ^ M Lai
«
-*« purchased by th:
^
±
w x x ui tuauicii
li uU LiUIl*
al rights.
Th e NAACP appreciates the magnitude of the
task ahead of it, but it has its duty to its constituency and to the America of the future. It conceives that in equalizing educational opportunities for
Negroes it rai ses the whole standard of American citizenship, and s timulates white Americans as well as
i.

1

1.

•

t

•

•

v-* •«-

b 1 ack ...
(C. H. Houston,

1935)

And in another Crisis article entitled "Don’t Shout

Too Soon” (March, 1936) with reference to the Murray case,

Houston continued:
It will take a lot of money to finance these test cases
against state university exclusion, but even so money
Law suits mean little unless
is not the sole answ""*.
Nobody needs to explain
supported by public opinion.
to a Negro the difference between the law in books and
In theory the cases are simple:
the law in action.
the state cannot tax the entire population for the exclusive benefit of a single class. The really baffling
problem is how to create the proper kind of public
Here we have a lot to learn. As Negroes we
opinion.
have v/restled with the problems of discrimination so
long that we have a tendency to feel that every person
in the country knows these problems as well as we do.
The truth is there are millions of v/hite people who
have no real knowledge of the Negro's problems and who
never give the Negro a serious thought. They take him
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for granted and spend their time on their own affairs.
(C.

H. Houston,

1936)

The campaign continues; and the task for Black people

continually is "to seek out opportunities to state our
case..."

We must "cooperate in public forums," "make our-

selves felt in the white press as regular commentators on

public affairs," "persistently agitate for truth about the

Negro."

"Along with this educational process... be prepared

to fiqht, if necessary, every step of the way..."

"(T)his

fight for equality of educational opportunity is not an

isolated struggle.

All our struggles must tie in together

and support one another •• .we remain on the alert and push

the struggle further with all our might"

(Houston, 1936 ).

Critical naming, reflecting, and acting is continuous.

Critical transformation of the system is on-going;

it

is

mandated in order that we can become "more fully human."
push the
"We remain on the alert and (will constantly)

struggle further with all our might.
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Inc., and in cooperation with many predominantly Black

colleges throughout America, is

a

massive curriculum ef-

fort espousing innovative and meaningful change in Black-

american higher education (TCCP Progress Report

,

1972).

From a Freirean perspective TCCP's guiding assumptions and
goals appear to denote a Cri tical/Transf ormist planning
This chapter conducts

effort toward educational change.

a "critical" analysis of TCCP s articulated goals,
•

their

guiding assumptions, aims, and objectives, i.e., its plan
of action toward achieving its goals.

This chapter is not

critique of the program's operation, but rather is an
The analysis
analysis of the program's written statements.
educational effort
tries to determine whether the planned

a

a social system
attempts to reform individuals or transform
planning completeOnce again the two questions related to
be answered at the close
ness and planning competence will
effort techanalysis. They are (1) is the planning

of the

nologically complete?

toward
And (2) does the effort move

and toward transrorliberation from oppressive situations

mation of the system?
TCCP means and ends statements .

three goals
T

(

This

i_s

TCCP, 1971)

TCCP is based on

.

environment that takes adTo produce a learning
t
and thus
the predominantly

^In

^"coUeg.
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possibly, greater than that
gained by students enrolled in traditional classes.
at least equal to or,

II.

To produce the kind of educational leadership v/hich
creates within the institution a climate of self
analysis and evaluation that will bring about
meaningful change.

III.

To develop attitudes within teachers such that curriculum changes will be made and sustained.

The following flow charts splay out each TCCP goal
statement, and its supporting assumption

jective^) as

I

have interpreted them.

(

s

)

,

aim(s), and ob-

Each flow chart can

be seen as delineating a course which moves through a seo
the achieveof means, i.e., TCCP objectives and aims toward

ment of specific TCCP ends.

Undergirding the whole progres-

as most
sion is the TCCP basic assumption ( s) interpreted
These assumpto that particular progression.

appropriate

tions also contain some means statements:

(See pp. 93-95).

or not planThe primary criteria for judging whether
TCCP is its view of the
ning competence is demonstrated by
type of interaction
cause of educational problems, and the
technology toward
elicited during the use of planning
words, is there present
solving those problems. In other
critical/transf ormist view toward
a participatory, systemic,
liberating persons. If
transforming social systems and
present a non-involving, indithere is, there cannot be
view which seeks to reform
vidualistic, naive/reformist

who have deficiencies and
persons (not liberating them)
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CHAPTER III*
A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE THIRTEEN COLLEGE CURRICULUM

PROGRAM

Introduction
If the Thirteen College Curriculum Program (TCCP) de-

sired to produce persons like Charles Houston; i.e., persons who could help to plan and carry out a complete and

competent social systems change effort; persons who could
help to infuse the effort with a systemic, critical/transformis t view of problems facing oppressed people; and persons who could help to imbue its style of leadership and

interaction with dialogical communication and responsiveness;
it?

if TCCP desired to produce that kind of person, could

This is one of the questions to which an answer will

be sought in Chapter Three: "A Critical Analysis of the

Thirteen College Curriculum Program.
The Thirteen College Curriculum Program (TCCP) under
the auspices of the Institute for Services to Education,

will
*While reading this chapter and the next, it NAACP efthe
probably be helpful to the reader to think of planning comits
e.,
i
transformation,
fort toward social
its style of inpleteness, its level of consciousness and
reflecting back on
teraction, as a model for reference, By
with the effort being
the NAACP s campaign and comparing it between the efforts
read, distinctions and commonalities
a clear understanding
can be discerned and clarified; thus,
of each effort can be obtained.

“

*
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which leaves the problem situation in tact.

determine whether or not TCCP

'

s

In order to

change effort is competent,

its ends must be analyzed for the view that they hold.

the ends are transf ormist

,

If

then there is the clear possi-

bility of an effort toward system transformation and not
individual reformation.

The means to those ends may then

need to be analyzed for their view.

If the ends do not

strive toward liberation, then the means to those ends cannot produce transformation.

The ends category of TCCP

written statements will be examined first for their

viev;

of educational problems.

An Analysis of TCCP Ends*

two-pronged ultiOn the flow chart of strategy I, the
and (b) raising
mate end of (a) lowering attrition rates
institutional end
intellectual achievement is a desired
has had problems with
that connotes that the institution

Both of
students.
attrition and achievement among its
limit situations in
these institutional phenomena are

which the institution has Je t

a

goal to change.

Similarly

produce a learning environwith the empowering end, "to
institutional task which hopement," the end suggests an
the remainder of this chap•From here on throughout
assist the
to the flow charts will
reference
frequent
ter
of the analys is.
reader in the clear understanding
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fully will help in reducing attrition and increasing

achievement.

However, the other empowering end can be in-

terpreted as holding either an institutional or individualistic point of view.

Taking "advantage of the nature and

experience of the student” could

be most concerned about

that which is within students and a part of their make-up,
in which case the focus would be on the individual student

and not the institution.

Or this end's task could be that

the institution wants to make itself more relevant to the

student in order to reduce attrition and raise achievement.

There is no

help toward resolving this dichotomy in the

overall goal statement; so it remains ambiguous as to

whether or not students should be focused upon individually,
experience
or as the student population whose nature and
institution
should be taken advantage of tov/ard making the

relevant.

Generally, the ends of strategy

I

hold a sys-

temic, critical /transformist view.

statements
On the flow chart of strategy II, the ends
all contain an institutional focus.

sires "meaningful change."

The institution de-

In order to bring that change

lead. .educational
about the institution needs to "develop.
self analysis and
ership," and to create "a climate of
on individual leaders
evaluation." The ends do not focus
evaluation within individual
or advocate self analysis and
as individual members
members of the institution, except
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are representatives of segments of the institution which

contribute to developing the leadership and creating the

climate to bring about "meaningful change."
a systemic,

This remains

cri tical/transf ormist view of the individuals’

role in changing the institution toward their own liberation.

The strategy on flow chart III leads to "curriculum

changes" as its ultimate end.

It is an institutional end

since curriculum in an educational institution can be construed as the content material, the process of teaching/

learning that content material, and the conduciveness of
the context needed to facilitate that teaching/learning

process.

This ultimate end connotes the institution

sire and need for "curriculum changes."

's

de-

Developing "atti-

tudes within teachers" as an empowering end is also an in-

stitutional end if the teachers themselves act to participate in the process of developing their own attitudes for
the purpose of making and sustaining "curriculum changes.
If however,

the "attitudes within teachers" are to be

developed from the ideals of others who prescriptively move
the teachers toward a predetermined type of development,

then this empowering end is naive/ref ormist .

It holdi> an

developed
individualistic view of attitudes needing to be
the end of
within teachers, who impede progress toward
The key to
makino and sustaining "curriculum changes."
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solving this dichotomy lays in the word "develop. "

Does

someone else prescribe toward developing the "attitudes

within teachers," or do the teachers themselves pose the
need to develop attitudes in the process of working tov/ard

"curriculum changes", i.e., institutional transformation?
If it is the latter then this strategy, too, holds a sys-

temic, critical/transf ormist view.

The implications of the prescriptive interpretation of
the TCCP end "to develop attitudes within teachers" is that

teachers stifle "curriculum changes" and prevent potential

changes from being "made and sustained."

It is "attitudes

within teachers" that seem solely responsible for curriculum problems and impediments to the curriculum change pro-

cess.

It is not poor publishers and publications, not psy-

chologists and educators who design teaching/learning methods and contextual environs, and not administrators or bud-

get directors who buy and adopt published materials and ap-

proaches to the teaching/learning process.

It is also not

the institutional or societal environments that spawn the

"attitudes within teachers," students, publishers, administrators, psychologists, etc. ...but which may, in fact, be

symptomatic of certain stifling societal practices responsbile for these inhibiting "attitudes within teachers" and

other individuals within the institution.

From the ends

statement, however, it is unclear whether cr not the de-

»
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veloping of "attitudes within teachers" is to be carried
out prescriptively with a reformist view or dialogically

with a transformist view of problem situations.
An Analysis of TCCP Means

All of the TCCP ends statements seem to meet the pri-

mary criteria for planning competence, i.e., they hold

a

critical/transf ormist view, or they are, at least, ambiguous as to their naive or critical view of situations.

They

also seem to elicit participation from and among members of
the institution toward social transformation which was also
a criterion (laid out in Chapter One for planning competence

goals).

Most likely, ambiguity surrounding ends statements

can be resolved, making TCCP ends legitimately transformist,
if the means to those ends are not prescriptive.

Therefore,

the means category of TCCP statements in strategies I, II
and III will be examined next to see if they affirm and

maintain the critical/transf ormist view of educational
problems suggested thus far.

Strategy

I

.

Starting with the general means ror strat-

its basic assumption,
egy I, some of which are contained in
brings about lower
TCCP tells what it believes effects and

achievement." It is
attrition rates" and "intellectual
process,... a student"students... involved in the learning
.pedagogy ^nd curr_cuU,
centered academic environment ,..
•

)
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materials, ... intellectual curiosity.

pression

. •

free exchange and ex-

.positive self images ,.. .developing methodolo-

gies and techniques

,

..

.students

'

learning processes ...( and

an active role in their (students*) own learning.”

notions also tell two other things:

(1)

These

What TCCP believes

will **produce a learning environment that takes advantage
of the nature and experience of the student in the predomi-

nately Black college" (the empowering ends); and

(2)

to

which educational features TCCP intends to address itself
in order to "lower attrition rates," and raise "intellec-

tual achievement."

Looking more closely at the educational features listed
as general means,

cus,

not all of them hold an institutional fo-

i.e., a transformist view.

Igniting "intellectual

curiosity," building "positive self images," and improving
"students* learning processes" focus on changes within the
student, not the institution, and places the causes of atThis view of the

trition and achievement solely upon them.

situation seeks to prescribe changes for the student who
has deficiencies, and ignores the possibility that the inSuch a view

stitution may have deficiencies of its own.

is reformist when it focuses on the student alone and not

the institution as well.

Transformation on the other hand,

seeks institutional causes and solutions.
f erentiate

between deficiencies that need

It seeks
*~o

<_o

be shoiod up

—
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in the institution and in the student, and identifies de-

ficiencies only with the transformist purpose of transforming the institution toward persons becoming more liberated (not oppressed)

,

and so that attrition from the

institution can be decreased and achievement in the institution increased.

Further definition of TCCP ends and the program's view
of problems are revealed in strategy I's specific means

statements.

These more precise statements are phrased in

terms that have them prescribing methods to be used and not
used, and behavior patterns that should be acquired by stu-

dents and teachers.

These prescriptions seem to be made

for students and teachers by TCCP "higher authorities"

based on TCCP authoritativeness.

Making such prescriptions

for students and teachers, however, does not allow or elistudents
cit any participation on their part as to what the
che^r
and teachers themselves think is most appropriate for

own teaching/learning needs.

But more importantly, this

and teachers
lack of involvement does not permit students

process of transforming
to practice and participate in the
i.e., the features
the methods, techniques, and contexts,
their own situathat affect them most and that comprise
to whether
Furthermore, it is at least ambiguous as
tion.
expected to think and act
or not students and teachers are
that TCCP "audialogically in the learning environment
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thorities" prescribe for them.

This view is reformist be-

cause it focuses on prescription for certain individuals

within the institution who need to be ignited, built, and
improved; while it does not encourage "critical” partici-

pation in the changing of situations that significantly affect individuals.

That type of change represents the re-

formation of individuals.
A plausible interpretation of such change is that it

entrenches the non-dialogical

,

non-collaborative practices

of prescribing for an unhealthy recipient, and through such

practices teach several covert lessons.

First, it seems to

say to individuals that "higher authorities"* should assess

symptoms and prescribe solutions for "less authoritarian"
persons.

These "less authoritarian" persons are not to con-

tribute to the process except to help identify symptoms.
Any additional contribution is considered interference, and

therefore leaves recipient, "less authoritarian" persons

without any choice in improving themselves.

Then in turn,

"less authoritative" persons can logically construe that

they may assess symptoms and prescribe solutions for per-

Authority and authoritarian is used in the sense of
status or rank in a hierarchy; it is not used in the
individual, or
senses of the authoritative, knowledgeable
of the authoritarian dictator.
•
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sons even less authoritative than themselves.

In this sort

of one-way hierarchy persons are taught (1) not to seek

collaboration from authorities higher or lower than themselves, and (2) that they should think and act alone, not
in dialogical cooperation and collaboration with other hu-

man beings who are their equals.

lessons.

These are two more covert

Not acknowledged is that the equality of human

beings is distinct from their particular authoritativeness,
iiS., knowing more about a particular subject or phenomenon

than another person.

Therein lies another covert lesson,

that a hierarchy can only be set up based on a non— dialogical rank order structure because of an individual’s parti-

cular status

a

higher/lesser authoritarian continuum.

The NAACP campaign illustrated otherwise that

a

hierarchy

on
can be dialogical, cooperative, and collaborative based

authoritativeness, i.e., that it can be based on knowledge
while every
about a particular problem and work situation,
human" is
individuals' equal right "to become more fully

respected.
of an inSummarizing strategy X, then, the dominance
educational
dividualistic focus indicated by some of the
and by the prescripfeatures listed in the general means,
to the conclusion that
tions in the specific means, lead
reformist view. They belie
this first strategy holds a
the ultimate end and of the
the transformist intentions of
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one empowering end, and affirm the reformist inclinations
of the other empowering end.

establishes a non— dialogical

The prescriptive stance also
,

one-way hierarchy which would

seemingly lead to inequality among human beings based on

a

pre-set ideal of "higher authority" without acknowledging
the true authoritativeness among individuals working daily
in their own situation whatever their hierarchial rank may

be (A. K. Rice, 1965).

However, TCCP does demonstrate its own authoritativeness about educational situations and problems through its

planning completeness.

Strategy I's means and ends show

evidence of researching and exploring, defining problems
and setting goals; of attending to tasks, suggesting alter-

natives, having feelings about its desired ends and its en-

vironment, taking into account obstacles; and of acting.
All three planning phases are represented: Naming, Reflecting,
is,

and Acting.

But regardless of how complete the plan

its reformist view "plays host to the oppressor” by

planning a system in which decisions are made by some people for others without the others' participation in naming,

analyzing, and changing that system.

This prescr iptive

style teaches students and teachers that those in power co

things to and for those "not in power ."

In this sense the

authoriends and means are transformist for TCCP "higher
students. Or wh?
ties", but prescriptive for teachers and

»

"
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and since teachers also participate in
setting goals and
making plans with TCCP authorities at Summer
Curriculum

Conferences (This Is TCCP, 1971), the means and
ends are
most often prescriptive and reformist only
for
students.

Strategy II .

Students and the relevence of an educa-

tional institution to them seems to be the major
concern of
strategy I; that is, how to adjust the institutional
molding patterns to the students’ birthright.

Goal strategy II

seems to be most concerned about the institution itself,
and

what institutional forces create

"meaningful change."

a

climate that fosters

This "meaningful change" is the ulti-

mate end for strategy II.

But whereas strategy

I

was com-

plete and thoroughly planned out through its means, there
are no such means statements supporting and outlining the

path toward ultimate end II.

The only statements supporting

this ultimate end are the two empowering ends included in
the overall goal statement.

Repeating these empowering ends

they are "to produce. . .educational leadership" and to create

"within the institution

a

climate of self analysis and e-

valuation.
It is not clear whether "to produce.

.

.educational lead-

ership" means to produce it from the ranks of the students
who are to become educational leaders, or from the ranks of

teachers within the institution who will lead toward bringing about meaningful change while in the institution.

I
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would surmise from

a

section in the TCCP Progress Report

(1972) entitled "New Authors and Vertical Movements'

the latter is intended more than the former.

1

that

However,

there is also an endorsement by TCCP based on their own
study that students do want to gain collegiate experience

because it "will provide them

a

better chance to change the

world" (TCCP Progress Report, p.

9,

1972).

Since there are

no means statements to tell who will become leaders or how

that production of leadership will take place that particular empowering end’s intention will remain vague.

Neither

can the seemingly critical/transformist view of the ends
of strategy II be confirmed or negated by its operational-

izing means since there are none.

However, what does deter-

mine the view and competence of this strategy is its completeness, or more accurately, incompleteness.

A planned

change strategy cannot be critical/transformist if its

technology is incomplete, because it "plays host" by not
being a scientific approach to change (see planning competence matrix-Plate III).

Basically only the Naming phase

of planning competence is present; i.e.,

its defining Oi

problems and setting goals through its ends statements.
and Acting phases;
Not much is exhibited from the Reflecting
consequently, strategy II is

a

naive/reformist plan; it is

technology.
not scientific in its use of planning
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Strategy III

,

Of the three TCCP goal-directed strate-

gies, strategy III is the most thoroughly planned out.

Both means and ends statements are present, and all three

planning competence phases can be identified.

Strategy

Ill's Naming phase explores and defines problems in its

situation as being problems of teacher attitude, and of
curriculum.

Its Reflecting phase analyzes thought

and

feelings about those problems, their causes, relationships,

practices and solutions.

Its Acting phase specifies par-

ticular actions toward effecting teacher attitude and
teacher curriculum involvement so that the ultimate end of

"curriculum changes" can be reached.
The completeness and thoroughness of this particular

teacher and teaching directed strategy is consistent with
a

statement made to me by an ISE/TCCP staff member (Humani-

ties Associate, February 1975).

The gist of the statement

is that TCCP is intended to be as much a teacher training

program as it is anything else.

However, the program's own

written statements describe it in at least two other ways:
(1)

"a massive innovative curriculum program that focuses

on the curriculum needs of freshman and sophomores at preand
dominately Black colleges..." (This Is TCCP, 1971);
"a massive,

(

2

)

joint effort... to develop active relevant, and

workable educational programs for students enrolled

dominantly Black colleges" (TCCP Progress

.(eport,

m

pre-

1972 ).
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So by its own statements TCCP professes to be
other than,

or more than a teacher training program.

More important to this analysis though is that

a di-

chotomy has arisen, and continues to exist in the means
statements of strategy III.

It is the dichotomy of trying

to reach transformist ends by using reformist means.

For

instance in strategy Ill's means statements, is it really

possible for the institution to achieve

a

transformist end

like "curriculum changes” by (1) expecting teachers to be
in the prescriptive role of a college "student guide" who
is seemingly told

(2)

to derive "a philosophy" of education

that alters their own "attitudes toward their role in the

classroom" and toward "their students* academic problems
and basic needs"; and who is further told (3) what kind of

content material may or may not be used, e.g., do not use
"rigid course content."

These reformist expectations and

directives do not encourage dialogue and communicativeness.

Conceivably "rigid course content" might be needed in certain situations.

Such reformist means would not seem to

lead to transformation.

Examining the means statements contained in the basic

assumptions for strategy III, TCCP tells what it believes
produces "optimal learning conditions", and what developed
"attitudes within teachers” it believes

will lead to

'cur-

and
riculum changes” which the teachers will then "maintain
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sustain."

TCCP prescribes that teachers should
want to
"assume roles as student guides and
curriculum innovators"
rather than maintaining "the stance of classroom
arbiter...
and source of worthwhile knowledge." Also,
they will "become more creative and responsive to student's
needs and...
make their teaching more pertinent to students and
more en-

joyable for themselves" if only they were "freed from the

structures of syllabi and rigid course content."
However, these statements make clear that the reformist

style of prescription continues and also permeates strategy

Ill's planning completeness.

The above beliefs about teach-

ers and optimal learning conditions denote researching, de-

fining and analyzing; but TCCP is doing the researching,
defining, and analyzing, i.e., the planning, for the teachers and not dialogically with them.
the analysis

I

received from

a

This may account for

TCCP philosophy teacher at

particular Black college who reflected on what he thinks
"has been the basis of controversy within TCCP and between
the TCCP and the local colleges":

The basic philosophy of the TCCP program
was that students really liked to learn and
What has made students
that learning is fun.
disinterested in the learning process is the
authoritarian- teacher center (ed) -textbook
oriented classroom. Many inside as well as
outside the program agreed that students were
turned off to learning but their analysis or
They
this problem was just the opposite.
basically
were
students
believed that the
lazy and undisciplined and what was needed

a

Ill

was a strong dose of authority to make the
students work and become disciplined. For
those of this persuasion the worst thing
you could do was to relax authority and
allow the students to become creatively
involved in their own education. This unresolved, basic difference was the source
of many of the problems the program encountered on the local campuses.
(TCCP College Instructor of
Philosophy, May 1975)

The point of including this quotation is not to debate the

merits of either '’analysis” and its level of consciousness,
but to support the contention and need for transformist planning.

Part of the problemat ization and planning process

toward transformation would be to include disagreements in

problem naming and analysis as a part of

a

collaborative

dialogue toward naming systemic problems, root causes, and
solutions.

Furthermore, if necessary, negotiation in a

consensus decision-making style toward what type of hybrid

problem and solution or limit situation needed to be acted
upon first would be carried out.

This dialogical style of

working toward transformation through collaboration and
consensus would reduce the amount of working at cross purposes suggested in the above quotation, and heighten common

interests and the ability to cooperate, as illustrated by
the NAACP effort.

Telling local teachers and administrators who hold

differing opinions that their attitudes are wrong and should
be changed according to TCCP dictates blames them as indi—
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viduals within local institutions for teaching/learning
problems.

Blaming of this sort is reformist.

Teachers may

end up blaming other teachers, students, administrators or

themselves for teaching/learning problems, and for being
accused of rigidity, authoritarianism, and lack of relevance, i.e., horizontal aggression and intra-punitiveness

may result.

Moreover, when this aggression occurs societal/

educational system problems become clouded and avoided, and
are at best difficult to "critically" name, reflect, and
act

upon.

The potential for productive, responsive, co-

operative thoughts, feelings, and actions to be heard
during planning toward the change of the institution, e.g.,
the Black college, is diminished.

Likewise, the potential

for the transformist problematizing/planning process des-

cribed in the above paragraph which increases the possibilities of transformation is non-existent.

The remaining means statements in strategy III also

prescriptively tell teachers what to do, what to expect,
and what not to expect in order to develop their attitudes

and become curriculum innovators.

They should "develop

course content," define "current problems" as

a part of

teaching that course content, and derive "a philosophy."
are
The particular subject areas for curriculum development

pre-determined and prescribed by TCCP.

TCCP further tells

teachers as "curriculum innovators" to make the subject
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areas "topical and germane to the students' experience" and
to identify "ramifications of and possible solutions" to

the subject area's defined problems.

In addition to direc-

ting attention toward curriculum, TCCP means continue to

direct that the newly derived philosophy of its teachers
should stimulate teacher recognition of "the need for altering their attitude toward their role in the classroom
and (toward) their students* academic problems and basic

needs."

In other words, teachers should expect "students

to solve problems in their own way" and not expect stu-

dents "to agree with" them.

They should consider "indi-

vidual differences among students" and use "paperbacks,

magazines, or materials specially prepared by students or

teachers" in their classrooms.
Results of the Analysis

These concluding quotations, more clearly than almost
as inany others, confirm and establish that TCCP teachers
are to be "developed," and reformed so that they

dividuals

can be better
can be better prescribers and so that they
their role
reformers of students. The very designation of

their reforming function as
as "student guide" illustrates
who assesses the "correct" path and
the "higher authority"

(less "capable")
guides others who are less in authority
the teacher's new role is
along that path. The nature of
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also prescribed in great detail.

All of the means state-

ments focus on individual reformation of teachers from

what they should teach to what attitudes they should hold.
Moreover, the new role is prescribed independent of how

teacher behavior may be a function of the school norms,
rules, policies, and systemic attitudes that may cause and

perpetuate those very "attitudes within teachers” that TCCP
wants to change.

Finally, it is also independent of any

active participation by teachers in cooperative, collaborative and dialogical problem-solving.

The style of leadership and interaction exemplified
by TCCP creates a prescriptive hierarchy rather than the

dialogical type of hierarchy created in the NAACP campaign,
the prescripand arouses a question regarding whether or not

tions

for teachers also apply to administrators dealing

"lower" ranks
with teachers, and all others dealing with

throughout the hierarchy.
mode of
This style of guidance and this prescriptive
so that they
interaction, of trying to reform individuals
does not practice rhe
can fit into the TCCP ideal, clearly
encourage the
processes of transformation. It does not
dialogical groups
practice of working in collaborative,
institution and the solving
toward the transformation of the
Charles
Consequently efforts at producing
of problems.
educational leaders inside
Houston-like individuals, or
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and outside the institution who can plan and act toward

transformation of oppressive systems, are naively attempted.
Some such individuals may emerge, but the valuable practice in cooperative, responsive leadership and in colla-

ko^^tive, dialogical group participation will not have been

gained from their involvement in TCCP.
Summary of results .

The final few paragraphs sum-

marize this analysis of the planned TCCP change effort as
described by its written statements.

They also answer the

key planning competence questions asked at the beginning of
this chapter.

There are a number of major points about the TCCP effort that have surfaced from the analysis of its ends and

means.

(1)

TCCP begins with a critical/transf ormist view

of the system as the cause of teaching/learning problems,

but does not persist in it.

(2)

TCCP seems to create

a

hierarchial style of one-way communication on its educational ends and means which does not elicit dialogue and

cooperation in the evolution of TCCP, or the college social
system it works with.

(3)

The program seems to inadver-

tantly issue prescriptions to its constituent participants
and implicitly blames them for being the cause of many

teaching/learning problems.

(4)

As demonstrated by its

contransf ormist ends and reformist means, TCCP does not

sistently demonstrate

a

"critical” understanding of the
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ideology and practices of an oppressive educational and
societal system-which ideology and practices its own state-

ments define as needing to be understood and changed.

(5)

TCCP is a program that at least partially works through its

means to change individuals

within the institution and in

the outside world, but does not necessarily give them (es-

pecially students) practice in the process of system transformation (change) while participating in TCCP.
Such consistent evidence of naive/reformation in a

change effort, even

v/hen

critical/transformation is also

evidenced in its ends, might result in system transformation

because it does involve people in

a

process of change, but

it mostly teaches students better and more efficient ways

of conforming and reforming themselves.

In addition,

the

effort is naive/reformist because its planning technology is
incomplete, i.e., only two of the three strategies

(I

and

III) can be considered completely planned.

Conclusions and Recommendations
TCCP, as a curriculum effort toward educational change,

demonstrates movement from a Naive level of consciousness
a Critical

level of consciousness, and as a final evaluation

can be characterized as a fine, progressive effort.

working
so illustrates the difficulty of planning and

toward system transformation.

It al-
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The question of reaching transformist ends through reformist means is left unanswered. It is unanswered because
it seems plausible that TCCP could reach its transformist

ends with only minor revision of its present plan.

First,

the purging of prescriptive practices within the program

needs to occur.

This can be accomplished with a more con-

certed effort toward insuring the participation of administrators, teachers, and students in problem naming and analyzing, and the conceiving of solutions to problems.

Think-

ing of the participation as a team effort contributing to
a

common goal rather than

a

group of individuals each with

something singular at stake may be helpful.

Second, main-

taining a constant vigilance for how and why the oppressive practices in the societal system pervade the TCCP and

Black college systems themselves also would be helpful.

Clear understanding and rejection of these oppressive forces
is mandatory for being a "critical/transf ormist” planner/

change agent.

Finally, holding the belief that all parti-

cipants can contribute equally given the particular area of

their experience and authoritativeness, i.e., true authority based on expertise,

is crucial to instituting and main-

taining a dialogical, cooperative style of leadership and
interaction.

This,

too, TCCP can do.

In its present plan

transrormit has laid the groundwork for becoming a fully
ist effort.

By taking into account the factors noted above
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and by consciously insisting on dialogue rather than pres-

cription, transformation through their present plan may

conceivably be possible.

Differences over philosophy and

methodology will probably be reduced at any rate.
TCCP is a positive social change effort toward re-

formation of individuals working through an institution.
In the next chapter, an effort at planned social change by

working

with persons as individuals is analyzed.

As in

this cahpter it may be interesting and helpful to use the

Charles Houston analogue as

a

referent.

In this chapter

the analogue was whether or not Houston-like individuals

could be produced by TCCP.

In the next chapter it will be

how Charles Houston might use the individual approach presented •

CHAPTER

IV

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF A METHOD FOR STRENGTHENING

INDIVIDUAL PLANNING FOR SOCIAL CHANGE
Introduction
In Chapter Two an important part of the NAACP effort

was developing participation and interest from masses of

Blackamericans in the campaign.

Charles Houston emphasized

the need for the masses to name particular discriminations,
and plan and carry out activity that would end discrimina-

tory practices.

Consequently,

a

concerted effort to "edu-

cate the masses" toward participation and interest in

changing the system was an overall part of the campaign.
In Chapter Three,

the TCCP effort exhorted students

and teachers to be "involved" and the have "influence" in

the classroom and in the development of curriculum materials.

The idea being that teaching and learning would be

more relevant to teachars and students if they could plan
and carry out activities and curriculum based on their own

teaching and learning ne

r

’s.

In this effort,

too,

influ-

ential participation and interest was stressed.

These factors interpreted in

a

manner consistent with

the concept of planning competence states that in order for

"the masses," and students and teachers to positively name,
plan,

and carry out the course of their influential Portl-

cipation and interest toward positive social change, their
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powers of planning need to be strengthened.

Participants

in change efforts need to be able to scientifically
or-

ganize and carry out well thought-out plans of action
which
take into account the specific social system realities
facing Blackamericans .

analyzes

a

This fourth chapter "critically"

planned method for strengthening individual plan-

ning toward fulfilling this particular need.

The Individual Strengthening Method

The individual method is capsulized in the form of

Planning Adequacy Questionnaire which was conceived as

a

a

planning assessment instrument and, more importantly, as

a

teaching tool to facilitate the strengthening of individual

planning behavior toward positive social change.

Its func-

tion as a teaching tool will receive the most attention
here, with the purpose of discerning whether the question-

naire elicits naive/reformist planning characteristics, or
cri tical/transf ormist planning characteristics from its

respondents.

The two planning competence themes, complete-

ness and level of consciousness, still apply as criteria.

The Planning Adequacy Questionnaire was inspired by the

planning pattern used by persons exhibiting high achievement motivation.

It is a pattern of action and feeling

thoughts and behaviors observed, theoretically defined, and

empirically substantiated from the more than twenty-rive
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years of study of the achievement motive and its motive

acquisition.

It is upon achievement motivation's Achieve-

ment Planning Pattern (A. S. Alschuler,

D.

Taber, and J.

McIntyre, 1971) and "theory of motive acquisition"

(D.

Mc-

Clelland, 1965) that this questionnaire is based.
The Planning Adequacy Questionnaire was originally

directed for use with seniors at predominantly Black colleges in order to assess the completeness of their planning

toward achieving career and life goals.

The content mate-

rial collected from seniors filling out the questionnaire

could then be used as the basis for the students own evaluation of their personal planning behavior; that is, whether
or not it is realistic, adequately thought-out, and speci-

fically detailed enough to achieve their stated goals.

Through this process of responding to, and examining, their
own responses to a questionnaire based on

a

"proven" pattern

of planning technology each student would strengthen their

planning behavior.

Further, each student would readily see

if they had taken into account in their plan oppressive

forces facing them as Blackamericans trying to achieve

goals in a less than responsive socio-political-economic
system.

The questionnaire as a teaching tool would enable

students to educate themselves toward positively changing
seeing
their future career and life situations, toward
planoppressive realities in their environment, and toward
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ning adequately in order to counteract these realities.

Hopefully by reaching enough students, and they in turn
sharing their knowledge and experience with other Blackamerican students a "ballooning effect” would flood the American system with "aware," complete planners who could make
the system work for them rather than against them.

Even-

tually, the American socio-political-economic system would

have to be responsive to the needs of Blackamericans who

were fast becoming "aware," complete planners.
The Theoretical Basis for the Method
As stated earlier the acquisition of this Achievement

Planning Pattern was based on twenty-five years of achievement motivation research and findings.

Achievement Plan-

ning, as a complete planning pattern, has already been

analyzed as holding a magical-naive/reformist level of consciousness.

However, the motivational factors that make an

environment conducive for its acquisition as presented by
David C. McClelland (1965, have not been analyzed for their
level of consciousness,

I

suspect that since these condu-

cive motivational "inputs" are part and parcel

the

achievement motivation research, they may fall prey to many
of the same magical-naive criticisms.

In order to find

and rethe next portion of this chapter will present
questions formuview these motive acquisition inputs. The

out,
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lated from these inputs and the specific Achievement Plan-

ning action and feeling thoughts elicited by the questions
will accompany the presentation and review.*
B_equirements for acquisition .

An article entitled

"Toward a Theory of Motive Acquisition" (McClelland, Ameri can Psychologist

,

1965) first outlines twelve propositions

which described the features of

a

conducive environment for

change and the acquisition of something
nificant goal) important.

(a

motive or

a

sig-

The four organizing inputs and

their accompanying propositions follow.

Input 1.

Achievement Syndrome

(A)

In order to acquire a motive or goal the cluster of

thoughts and feelings surrounding it must be clearly defined and labeled, associated with the behavioral style

most appropriate to achieving that desired motive or goal.

Consequently, the following propositions (from McClelland)
and questions (from me) were formulated:

Questions

Propositions
(D. C. McClelland,

1965)

The more thoroughly an
individual develops and clearly conceptualizes the associative network defining a motive,

A-l.

(J. McNeil,

1974)

List some of the most
important goals that
you have for yourself
over the next two years?

adminisThe actual questionnaire in its complete and
tered form is located at the end of this c lapter.
*
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Choose one that you
are strongly committed
to and circle the letter for it.

Please concentrate on
that goal for the rest
of the questionnaire.

A— 2. The more an individual can
link the newly developed associative network to related actions,
the more the change in both
thought and action is likely to
occur and endure.

What specific things
will tell you that you
have accomplished this
goal?

A-3.
The more an individual can
link a nev/ly conceptualized associative-action complex to
events in his everyday life, the
more likely the motive complex is
to influence his thoughts and actions outside the training experience.

TT^.

Input 2.

^^
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you are really committed to achieving
your goal, and what
have you done to prove
For
it to yourself?
example, have you told
people; do you work on
it regularly; have you
made sacrifices to attain it? If so, what
are they?

Self Study (S)

If a person is to acquire an important motive or goal,

s/he must believe that the motive or goal does not conflict

with his/her values; and that it really is a helpful thing
to acquire.

Therefore, the motive or goal should meet tne

demands of the kind of world in which the person lives; it
should be consistent with the person's ideal self-image;
cultural
and it should fit in with the person's dominant
were ror
values. The following propositions and questions

mulated from these self-study dictates:

..
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Propositions

Questions

The more an individual perceives that developing a motive
is required by the demands of his
career and life situation, the more
the educational attempts designed to
develop that motive are likely to
succeed
S-l.

The more an individual can
perceive and experience the newly conceptualized motive as consistent with the ideal self-image,
the more the motive is likely to
influence his future thoughts and
actions

S-2.

The more an individual can
perceive and experience the newly conceptualized motive as consistent with prevailing cultural
values and norms, the more the
motive is likely to influence
his future thoughts and actions.

S-3.

Input 3.

When thinking about
yourself and the way
you would like your
life to turn out,
does this goal fit in
and help with achieving your career and
life goals?

Do you see this goal
as consistent with
the values of the
groups you spend the
most time with; and
in what ways is it

consistent and/or
conflicting?

Goal Setting (G)

Not only should the motive or goal be considered im-

portant and consistent with

a

person's career and life de-

pursuit.
mands, but it should be a desirable and attainable
importance o.
The degree to which a person believes in the
and attainability
the motive or goal and its desirability
will make its acquisition
is the degree to which the person
a person to oubhappen. This belief comfortably allows
a desirable and poslicly commit him/herself to attaining

This strong belief, comfort, and
person to obligate h^m/hepublic commitment also helps the

sible motive or goal.

.
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self to obtaining regular and concrete feedback from others

about progress toward the goal, and to keeping

—

a person's progress —

a

record of

all help in the acquisition of an

important, desirable, and attainable motive or goal.

Based

on these three features the goal setting propositions and

questions formulated are:
Propositions
The more reasons an indiG-l.
vidual has to believe he can,
will, or should develop a motive,
the more educational attempts
designed to develop that motive
are likely to succeed.

Questions
On a scale of zero to
a hundred, what are
your chances of accomplishing this goal as
compared to other important goals that you
have had; in other
words, is it realistic
to expect that you can
accomplish this goal?

are your chances
higher?
rated
not

Why

Why are you chances
not rated lower?
(Also, Achievement
Planning Elements-Hope
of Success and Fear of
Failure are elicited
by this question).

The more an individual
commits himself to achieving
concrete goals in life related
to the newly formed motive, the
more the motive is likely to influence his future thought and
actions

G-2.

How important is this
goal to you; in other
words, how badly do
you want to achieve
Please rate the
it?
importance on the
scale (0-100%)
(Also Achievement
Planning Element-NSED)

.
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G~3.
The more an individual keeps
a record of his progress toward
achieving a goal to which he is
committed, the more the nev/ly
formed motive is likely to influence his future thoughts and

actions
Input 4,

In what particular
ways can you tell that
you are doing well or
poorly in moving toward
your goal
list as
many as possible?

Interpersonal Supports

(I)

It can be emotionally strenuous to work steadily toward

something important and challenging over

a

period of time.

To work on something of that sort alone is particularly

stressful.

Consequently, Interpersonal Supports recognizes

the need for emotional help and support from those with

common interests and goals.

The need for a particularly

helpful person who can act as

a

catalyst is also recognized

as helpful; and the importance of a setting that can serve
as a reminder/re-energizer,

and that helps lift the pres-

sures from everyday life is recognized as helpful.

these help to maintain

a

All

person’s emotional stamina during

tedious and difficult times.

The following propositions

and questions lead to the maintenance of that emotional sup-

port :

Proposti tions

Changes in motives are
1-1.
more likely to occur in an interpersonal atmosphere in which
the individual feels warmly but
honestly supported by others as
a person capable of guiding and

Questions
Where will you get
help with working tov/ard
your goal if you need
For what problems?
it?
(Also, HELP)
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1—3 •

Changes in motives are more
likely to occur and persist if the
new motive is a sign of membership
in a new and continuing reference
group.

Is there any one person, or group of people who are particularly helpful to you
in giving encouragement and support to
your work? If so, in
what ways are they
helpful and supportive
to you?

1-2.

Are there times that
you forget or get confused about your goal
—— do you ever get
really discouraged
about your progress
toward it? How do you
get back on track, and
gain enthusiasm about
it again?

Changes in motives are more
likely to occur the more the setting dramatizes the importance of
self-study and lifts it out of
the routine of everyday life,
thereby creating an in-group
feeling among participants (McClelland conducted achievement
motivation training programs in
retreat settings).

Not all of the planning completeness elements are

covered in the propositions and their questions.

There are

some additional questions based on Achievement Planning

elements that directly elicit the remaining achievement
action and feeling thoughts needed for

a

complete plan.

All of these Achievement Planning action and feeling

thoughts were reviewed in Chapter One so they need not be

reviewed again.

The remaining action and feeling thoughts

for which questions were formulated and which are required
for a complete plan follow:

Achievement Planning
Action "Thougnts

—

ACT: a statement that something

Questions
What specific kinds of
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is being done to achieve a goal.

things will you have
to do in order to accomplish this goal?

World Obstacles (WO): a statement that activity toward a
goal is obstructed by something
in the external world.

List as many specific
obstacles as you can
that might hinder you
.in moving toward your
goal, and then write
down any thoughts you
have about how they
might affect your pro
gress?

Personal Obstacles (PO): a statement that progress toward a goal
is obstructed by personal deficiencies •

Achievement Planning
Feeling Thoughts
Fear of Failure: a statement
that anticipates a lack of
success; that is, anticipates
a failure in attaining a
desired goal. It is a feeling
statement in which a person
thinks s/he will fail, or envisions what failure will be

In what particular w ays
will you work through
or try to avoid these
obstacles? (Also AC
1

"^*)

Questions
Why did you rate it
(the goal) where you
did and not higher?

like.

Hope of Success: a statement
anticipating success at attaining the goal, i.e., that
the person either thinks s/he
will attain the goal, or imagines what it will be like
when in the future s/he does
attain it.

Why did you rate it
where you did and not
lower?

in which it was used
The entire questionnaire in the form
chapter, Looking at the
is located at the end of this
a less fragmented
questionnaire in its entirety will give
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view of its overall structure and sequence.
A Critique of this Questionnaire Method

Because the theoretical basis of the inputs and therefore the questions is achievement motivation, the question-

naire suffers from the same planning competence criticisms
as Achievement Planning did in Chapter One.

The dictates

and lessons of the environmental inputs and the question-

naire both contain an individualistic focus, and avoid

addressing the specific oppressive forces facing Blackamericans.

Also, the questionnaire through its purpose and its

usage blames Blackamericans for not being "adequate planners" and for not taking into account the oppressive realities facing them.

The burden is on individual Blackameri-

cans to "strengthen" themselves according to the dictates
of an acceptable ideology and system.

The questionnaire

teaches elements of the type of ideology needed to be "suc-

cessful" in the system, as well as teaching the requirements of a complete plan.

These naive/reformist lessons

weigh heavily when, during the dictates of the inputs and
planning elements to his/her own career and life aspirations.

Several possibilities come to mind.

Possible Results
questionnaire
First, Black students filling out the
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could use it to help clarify and label their cluster of

goal-related thoughts and feelings.

They could study them-

selves in relation to their ideal self-image and compared
to the cultural values of the dominant group in America.

They could apply the standards of desirability and attain-

ability of the dominant subculture in order to assess the

feasibility of their goal.

And they could also seek help

and support for their goal acquisition based on those same

standards of desirability, attainability, and acceptability dictated by the molding and charter of white American

citizenship.

However, all of this application of, and ad-

herence to the inputs avoids the particular oppressive
realities facing Blackamericans as

a

group living in an

unresponsive, less than nurturant environment; it does

allow the individual to try to aspire toward

a goal

alone.

A second possibility is to use the inputs and Achieve-

ment Planning elements to clarify and label planned strateThey can be used

gies peculiar to Blackamericans.

discern the relationship between

a

(1)

to

goal-directed plan and

prevailing Black and white cultural values;

(2)

to assess

the desirability and attainability of acquiring a goal in
an unresponsive environment; and (3) to identify sources

non-nurof help and emotional support while working in a

turant environment.

However, Achievement Planning and the

questionnaire alone do not, readily, offer or encourage
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this understanding of Blackamerican reality.

Neither of

these two possibilities seem to help toward cri tical/trans-

formist planning.
Instead, if we interpret the results of these possible
uses they lead to strengthened planning but with reformist

consequences.

The first possibility strengthens planning,

but by avoiding oppression and the specific realities of

a

less than responsive system, the individual is led to better and more efficient ways of conforming and reforming

oneself to the precepts of an ’’acceptable” ideology and an
’’acceptable” white American dominated system which offers
a

charter of citizenship that does not

’’fit”

Blackamericans.

This strengthened method of conforming and reforming ’’plays
host” to that existing oppressive system.

The second pos-

sibility also strengthens planning and in addition raises

consciousness about the oppressive forces in the system.
But a reverse effect, an effect which increases anxiety
and frustration, could result and could further lead to

avoidance or non-productive participation in the society,
i.e.,

’’dropping out” of society.

The obstacles facing in-

dividuals acting alone within the existing system are too
great to negotiate, and the skills to transform the situation are not provided.

This understandably defensive and/

or escapist outcome "plays host" too.
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Conclusions from the Critique
The questionnaire itself "plays host" by not offering
or encouraging careful examination of the oppressive
prac-

tices, and by not encouraging action to transform them.
It perpetuates the individualistic, magical-naive/reformist

feelings of Achievement Planning.
is,

The questionnaire as it

and through its individual application, may produce

strong individual planners who are complete in technological proficiency: but it will

a

have the critical/transf ormist consciousness needed for

planning competence.

Both complete technology and a "cri-

tical" view of the system must be present for truly strong

planning, i.e., planning competence.

Because the questionnaire elicits

a

naive/reformist

view of the world and only individualistic participation
in the society, changes in its form,

needed.

style, and content are

By trying to use the Planning Adequacy Question-

naire in a group-oriented, dialogical setting which deli-

berately sets

a

scene w here discriminatory and oppressive

practices can be named, the needed changes in form, style,
and content can evolve.
A Dialogical Use of the Method

Imagine a setting in 1935 in which seniors at

a

pre—
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dominantly Black college who were aspiring to be
school
teachers were gathered. How would Charles Houston
help

the

seniors Name, Reflect, and Act toward solving the
discrimi-

nations that they would face in their quest to become
good
teachers, contributing members of their communities, and
to live productive lives?

First of all, the seniors would meet together with an
NAACP facilitator for the purpose of having a discussion
in which all of the participants could air their views and

opinions about their common aspirations and about teaching
as a career.

The group would not be very large; perhaps,

there would be only five to eleven or so at

given time.

a

They would all have agreed upon and known about the specific subject for discussion: Teaching opportunities and dis-

crimination in schooling would be the general topic for
discussion.

Also, all of the seniors would have as an im-

portant goal in the questionnaire their desire to be

a

good

teacher who could earn a good living and be a productive

member of the community.

There would be further agreement

that they all believed in the need for, and wanted to become
v/el

1-trained

,

committed teachers who could contribute to

their communities inside and outside the school.

Their com-

mon goal, their common professional interests and why they
,

all agree on these basic points and the need for participa-

tion in the meeting might open the discussion.
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After this initial interchange, the answers
to Planning Adequacy questions 1, 3, and
and 4a
4, 4a
t,

written by each person.

2

would be

Then the group would proceed to

the first phase for building planning competence.

The

NAACP facilitator would set scenes, pose some of the
questions and problems, and give some directions; but the
major

portion of the discussion would be carried out by the dialogical group.

Phase

I

- Naming

Scene: As Blackamericans we know of school systems in

which many of the teachers are equally committed, equally

well-trained and qualified, are readily acknowledged as
good teachers, and are considered productive members of
their communities.

The only differences between some of

these teachers is their race, and that the salaries for
Black teachers are lower than for white teachers.

Problem Posing Questions:
Do you know of any specific situations like that

from your own experience, or in a particular
school district which you want to teach?
What are they?

Should these discriminatory conditions be the way
they are?
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How should they be?
Directions: After discussing these questions as

a

group

and trying to decide how things really should be,
answer

questions
changing

1 and 3 again,
a

only this time set a goal toward

particular discriminatory situation that you

know about.
Phase II - Reflecting

Problem Posing in Scene:

Think about the particular dis-

criminatory situations you have named and what the root
causes of these discriminations and their discriminatory

situations might be.

Analyze how and why the discrimina-

tory practices work the way they do.

Decide what kind of

information you would need in order to show the discriminatory practices up to others for what they are and illustrate

how they are unjust.

Determine the type and perhaps even

identify specific persons and groups who would be sympathetic to the cause of equality in teaching and schooling;
Discuss some

and also those who might not be sympathetic.

of the effects of these discriminatory practices on persons

within the situation and how these effects keep teachers
from living productive lives in the community.

discuss ways toward ending these practices.
help with this phase ask the questions:

Begin to

In order to

:
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Questions:

Why are things the way they are?
Who or what is to blame?

What is your role in the situation?

Directions:

With reference to your discrimination-directed

goal, answer questions

6,

8,

12,

9,

13,

and 11 from the

Planning Adequacy Questionnaire.
Phase III - Acting

Posing Solutions to Problems: Begin to plan solutions which
end discriminatory practices against Blackamerican teachers
in local school districts.

Keep in mind that the system

needs to be changed, so whatever acts taken should try to

work toward a permanent restructuring and redefinition of

discriminatory relationships.
ships of equality.

They should become relation-

And the goal is for teachers to con-

treated
tinue to do good work, live productive lives, and be

and paid equally and fairly.

Discuss possible solutions

plans toward
and make decisions about which are the best

solving particular discriminatory situations.
Questions:

What can be done?
What should be done?
do?
What have you done or what will you

Directions

using the
After deciding on particular plans
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above questions and considerations, individually write out

answers to questions

5,

2,

7,

10,

11,

11a,

lib.

In small groups of two or three examine each person's

written plan for its emphasis on
an individualistic view,

a

systematic rather than

its completeness of planning ele-

ments, and whether or not it elicits help and participation from others who have similar problem situations.
Then, answer question #14.

Reconvene as an entire group and summarize the particular discriminations facing Blackamerican teachers, their

causes and patterns of practice, and possible systematic

solutions to those discriminations.

The students may then

want to complete the questionnaire but focusing this time
on their more personal goal of becoming a good, productive

teacher.
The Revised Questionnaire
The revised Planning Adequacy Questionnaire follows

without many substantive changes from the original, but
with some changes in wording and in the sequencing of
questions.

tionnaire is

Most important for the revised use of the ques
(1)

the establishment of an interest gi.oup

with common personal goals and aspirations, and

(2)

-he

setting of a scene that clearly illuminates an oppressive
situation.

Finally, each member of the dialogical, com-
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mon interest group needs to become familiar with
the jargon
of planning competence so that they can "cr i tically"
ana-

lyze the plans that are generated in the group for their

plan's completeness of technology and for the plan's level
of consciousness:

Target Population: Persons who have similar backgrounds
and most importantly persons who have either common
career aspirations or mutually vested interests in
the problem situation to be discussed.

Group Size: 5-15
Group Facilitator: A person who (a) is knowledgeable
about planning technology, (b) is knowledgeable about
the practices of oppression in social systems, and
(c) has substantial experience with people in supportive and interpersonal settings.
Topic for Discussion: A single type of problem situation
which affects all of the participants and which they
all are familiar with.

Preliminary Phase
A.

Introductions, sharing of each participant's background and work experience, and the type of problem each would like to plan toward solving.

B.

Setting the Scene and Problem Posing:
Either
through a role play or case study situation present a clear problem situation which is familiar
It should have easito all of the participants .
ly recognizable features and contain character
traits with which the participants can identify.

C.

Discuss the key themes, i.e., specific problems,
Use the following
in the problem situation.
catalytic questions to facilitate the discussion*:
Do you know of situations like this one?
1.
What are some of them?

•These catalytic questions are optional and canbeused,
not used, or substituted for other questions as the faciliSome groups may cover the Naming, Reflecting,
tator sees fit.
and Acting intent of these questions on uheir own.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
10.
7.

8.
9.

Questionnaire Instructions: Individually, or in
groups of two or three working on the same orohlem, answer the following questions with a mind
toward a goal that will change a particular problem situation.

D.

Phase

What kinds of specific things do you
see'’
Which is key?
Does any of the interaction remind you of
yourself in this type of situation?
Should the situation and the problems be
the v; ay they are?
Why are things like they are?
What causes the situation?
What should be done to solve the key
problem?
What can realistically be done?
How do you proceed
What have you done already or will you
do?

- NAMING

I

1.

List some important goals that you have for yourself.
Choose the one that is most important to
you and circle it.

2.

What kinds of things do you do or think about that
help you to know that this goal is what you need
and want?

3.

On the following scale of zero to a hundred estimate how important this goal is to you.

scale:
*
I

0

1

25

*

1

*

50

i

\

75

1

100

4.

Looking back at your rating, why did you rate it
where you did, and not higher?

5.

Why didn't you rate it lower?

Phase II - REFLECTING
1.

List as many specific obstacles as you can that
might hinder progress toward achieving the goal...
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and changing the problem situation?
2.

Will achieving this goal help you to live
and work with the groups you spend the most
time with?

3.

Do you see this goal as helping you to be
better person?

4.

Do you see this goal as helping you in your
career?

5.

Where will you get the help you need in order
to achieve this goal and change the problem
situation?

6.

What groups or particular people would be
helpful toward achieving this goal?

a

On a scale of zero to a hundred are your
chances good, or not very good for attaining
this goal? Please rate:
not
moderately very
excellent
good
good
fair
at all
7.

scale
|

\

1

50/50

25/75

0

1

75/25

1

100

Phase III - ACTING
1.

What specific things will you have to do in
order to accomplish your goal?

2.

What events, circumstances, behaviors, or
feelings will tell you when you have accomplished -.his goal?
4

3.

4.

5.

When faced with the obstacles that you
stated earlier, how can you work through
them or overcome them?
In what particular ways will you tell that
you are making progress or not making progress toward your goal?

Again, in view of your reflection, percei /e-*
obstacles, and possible actions, rate your

.

:
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scale

chances for accomplishing this goal
not good
very
at6. all
fair
moderate
good
excellent
l

7.
0

L
I

25/75

50/50

75/25

100

Why are they not rated higher?

Why are the chances not rated lower?
E.

Assessing
the Plan:
Using the assessment matrix gather
8.
in groups of two or three and examine each person's
plan for completeness of planning technology and its
individualistic or systemic view of the problem situation.
Also look to see if plans of action toward accomplishing the goal elicit help and participation
from others who have common interests in the situation.
Answer this last question:
What do you do or might you do during the
times of slow, boring progress, or when you
get discouraged and fatigued.
In other
words, how will you get back on the track?

Closing Phase: Summarize and review the problem situation,
its causes, etc., and what goals might be attainable toward
changing the problem situation. Are the conceived plans of
action technologically complete and do they hold a systemic
view? How are others involved?

.
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The Original Planning Adequacy
Questionnaire
1.

List some of the most important goals that
you have
for yourself over the next two years?
Choose one that you are strongly committed to and
circle the letter for it.
Please concentrate on the circled goal for the
rest of
the questionnaire.
a.

2.

b.
3.

c.
d

What specific things will tell you that vou have accomplished this goal?

4.

How do you know that you are really committed to
achieving your goal, and what have you done to prove
it? For example, have you told people, do you work
on it regularly, have you made sacrifices in order to
attain it; if so, what are they?

How important is this goal to you; in other words, how
badly do you want to achieve it? Please rate the importance on the scale:
most
important

least
important

scale:
y

0

-4

25

*

1

50

‘

‘
1

75

Why did you rate it where you did, and not higher ?

1

100
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Why did you rate it where you

did, and

not lower?

b.

What will you do if you cannot achieve it?

5.

What specific kinds of things will you have to do in
order to accomplish this goal?

6.

List as many of the specific obstacles as you can that
might hinder you in moving toward your goal, and then
write down any thoughts you might have about how they
might affect your progress?

7

In what particular ways will you work through or try to
avoid these obstacles?

8,
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Do you see this goal as consistent and/or conflicting
with the values of the groups you spend the most
time
with, and in what specific ways is it consistent
and/
or conflicting?

9.

When thinking about your personal life and the way you
would like it to turn out, how does this goal fit in,
and help with achieving your career and life goals?

10.

In what particular ways can you tell that you are doing
list as
well or poorly in moving toward your goal
possible?
many

:
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11 .

On a scale of zero to a hundred what are
your chances
or accomplishing this goal as compared to
other
portant goals that you have had; in other words, imis i
realistic to expect that you can accomplish this
goal 0

rr

.

impossible
scale
l

0

i

sure thing

—

f
25

50

75

a.

Why are your chances not rated higher ?

b.

Why are they not rated

i

1

100

lower ?

12.

Where will you get help with working toward your goal
if you need it?
For what problems?

13.

Is there any one person, or group of people who are
particularly helpful to you in giving encouragement
If so, in what ways are
and support to your work?
they helpful and supportive; or, what would make a
person seem helpful and supportive to you?
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14.

Are there times that you forget or qet confused
your goal— do you ever get really discouraged about
your progress toward it? How do you get back about"
on
3nd gain enthusiasm about it again?
i

Background Data
Name:

ISE identification #

Number of children in family (brothers and sisters)
Which one are you (eldest, youngest, fifth, etc.)

Religious preference:
Are you active:
in:

What groups do you participate

CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
FOR CRITICAL PLANNING
FOR SOCIAL CHANGE

This "critical" analysis of planning for
social change
has stated, defined, and developed themes
related
to the

concept of planning competence.

The purpose of the analy-

sis was to articulate some initial formal training
pro-

cedures which foster optimal planning behavior in
Blackamericans and which could become a regular part of Blackamerican
education.

Two requisites to this purpose were (1) to pre-

sent the problem of oppression in America in such a way
that the difficulties which obscure its root causes, practices, and consequences could be competently named, re-

flected upon, and acted upon; and

(2)

to present the sys-

tem of oppression in such a way that the methods in v/hich

people feed and sustain the oppressive system could be revealed, rejected, and purged from the American character

while working toward transformation of the system.

The

reason for these two requisites centers around the recognition that optimal planning behavior for Blackamericans cannot be achieved without considering racism and oppression
in the American system,

and without working to eliminate

these forces of oppression in the system.

Summary

While trying to accomplish this twofold task, it was
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necessary to dispel

some of the assumptions and myths

about the competence motivation of Blackamericans and their

ability to effectively plan toward control of their lives, and
about the nature and definition of effective planning

behavior.

With the help of anthropological and psychologi-

cal data, Chapter one addresses and helps to clarify the

root causes of these assumptions and myths as being problems based in a system of oppression and not within defi-

ciencies of individuals.
For all people there is the motivation to be competent,

i.e., to interact effectively with one's environment

(R. White,

1959); and, contrary to the popular mythology,

Blackamericans do often interact effectively with their
environment.

However, the behavioral manifestations of

Blackamerican competence, i.e., Blackamericans competently
coping with their environment, is largely determined by

racism and oppression.

For Black people, the American en-

vironment, dominated by a white Euro— American subculture,
is for the most part an unresponsive, non-nurturant

oppressive system in which to live.

,

and

A few individuals can

"make it," but on the whole Blacks cannot.

The implicit

assumption of the competence literature is that it is

a

out
responsive, nurturant environment in which people act
erroneous
their motivation to be competent. This is an
America.
assumotion when applied to Black people living in
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Blackamericans interacting with the American environment
are
not generally demonstrating incompetence and dim-wittedness
as the mythology about Black people insists,

rather, they

are operating according to their own adjusted definition
of

competence.

It is a definition which more closely meets

the particular requirements of being Black and poor in an

unresponsive, oppressive American environment.

Operating

is a different definition than the white American definition

of competence which exists for a group of people who inter-

act with an environment which they control; hence, it is

more responsive.
The reasons for these different definitions and behavioral manifestations between Black and v/hite Americans were

described culturally in Chapter one.

Through the use of

Bronislaw Malinowski's anthropological schema, "birthright,
molding of personality, and charter of citizenship," the
systemic causes of oppression become apparent.

(1)

The

dominant white American subculture defines the cultural,
socio-political-economic boundaries for all other racial
and subcultural groups.

heritage

(

It strips away the cultural

birthright ) of Blackamericans and other dominated

cultural groups
schools

(2)

(4)

(3)

by molding their personalities in

which are dictated to by

defined charter of citizenship .

a

white Euro-American

In other words, dominant

American charter of citizenship is based

c

i

a

white uuro-
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American cultural birthright, and paternalistically
prescribes a standard toward which all American
subcultures
"should" strive.

This "accepted" charter of citizenship

fits most white Americans, but is ill-suited to
all the

other cultural birthrights present in America and is
es-

pecially ill-suited to Blackamericans who have the added

difference of race.
Because the white Euro-American birthright and charter
of citizenship are ill-suited to Blackamericans, and be-

cause the Blackamer ican cultural birthright has been
stripped away by the white American molding, Blacks striving
to live competently within the American system find them-

selves ill-suited to both their own and the dominant white
culture.

Consequently, the tradition has been built to

competently cope with the American environment rather than
live fully in it.

Another phenomenon focuses on the make-up of effective
planning and includes in it the assumption of

a

nurturant

environment and the prescribed ideal that all Americans
should fit one dominant subculture's image of citizenship.
The literature on planning effectiveness assumes that

planning can be carried out effectively just by the proper
use of the technology of planning.

In other words,

plan-

ning can be accomplished amorally without regard for the

effects it may or may not have on others.

Tnis is es-
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pecially true in the case of individuals planning alone
toward achieving personal success-oriented goals.

By taking

exception to this assumption, the critique explains that
amoral and individualistic planning may well be effective,
but it is not competent when it ignores and excludes others
and when it has negative effects on others during or as

result of its planning process.

a

If there were not a moral

obligation to include or at least consider others when
planning, qroups or individuals operating solely for their
own selfish ends, could effectively plan and act toward any

diabolical goal and still be judged as carrying out moral
and competent acts.

Well planned robberies and lynchings

could be condoned under such an individualistic view.

Such

amoral attitudes or planned acts cannot be considered com-

petent or amoral.
immoral.

They are more accurately incompetent and

Every act is a moral act.

These cultural and technological mythologies and psy-

chological assumptions have led Blackamericans to the difficult positions of having to (1) magically cope in order
to conform completely to the American system as it is,
(2)

naively cope in order to reform oneself to adapt to the

"accepted” American way by accepting and using

^.he

domi

n<u

subculture's definitions of competence and effective planrecogning, or (3) critically reflecting and acting to

improvement and
nize both systemic faults and the need for
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reflecting and acting to transform the existing oppressive
system into a responsive nurturant one for all American
subcultures,

Paulo Freire in his theory of conscientization, Education for critical consciousness, provides

a

structure

through which people can see which level of consciousness
and which type of behavior typifies their lives, i.e.,

through magical/conforming, naive/reforming, or critical/

transforming consciousness.

His theory espouses that all

people desire to be "more fully human" and should think and
act toward their own liberation and the liberation of others.

This is accomplished by naming, reflecting, and acting with

others on problem situations which limit the desire toward
liberation, i.e., oppressive situations limiting a person’s

ability to become "more fully human."

This following state-

ment capsulizes the pedagogy of his theory: The extent to

which persons name, reflect, and act together to re-define
the rules, practices, and relationships of oppression is
the extent to which oppressed people work against oppres-

sion and toward their own liberation.

Freire provided uhe

attitudinal structure needed to compliment the technology
of effective planning.

Moral, effective, and efficient

facing
planning that takes into account the systemic forces
toward
oppressed people can be useful to Blackamericans

building optimal planning procedures.
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It is this Freirean theory
coupled with complete planning, i.e., effective use of the
technology of planning,

which forms the concept of planning competence.

In other

words, a competent plan must hold a systemic
view of problems of oppression and also be technologically
complete.

The concept is defined as follows:

Planning competence
the capacity for
articulating the most efficient and effective
methods for getting something done which produces positive effects and minimizes negative
effects on others by anticipating the foreseeable future.
A matrix using the two sets of planning competence criteria

was formulated to assess a plan's completeness and view of

problem situations; and

a

preliminary program for building

planning competence was outlined.
Three positive social system change efforts planned
and implemented by Blackamericans were "critically" ana-

lyzed.

The criteria by which each effort was critiqued

were based on the effort's completeness of planning tech-

nology and its Freirean level of consciousness, i.e., its

magical/conformist, naive/reformist, or critical/trans-

formist view of problem situations.

These are the criteria

for determining and assessing planning competence.

Some

perspectives on the magnitude and the difficulty of competently planning a positive social change effort needed to
be ascertained.

The critique of the three positive social
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change efforts helped toward gaining those perspectives.

Chapter two "critically" analyzed the NAACP legal campaign against educational discrimination initiated in 1935

under the leadership of Charles H. Houston.

The campaign

set as its ultimate goal the complete elimination of racial

discrimination and segregation, and chose

a

stepwise ap-

proach of arguing precedent-setting cases in the courts in

order to make the courts, schools, and American public admit to unequal treatment of Blackamericans solely on the

basis of race.

The three primary case-types involved

three "glaring and typical discriminations": unequal salary

schedules for teachers, unequal transportation facilities,
and unequally accessible graduate and professional training

opportunities.

The desired court precedents were set in

each of these limit situations.

Conducted concurrently by the NAACP was

a

campaign to

educate the masses of Blackamericans, poor whites, and any
others who would listen to the logic and justice of the
legal effort.

Also needed was to educate all poor people

eliminating the
to the common interests they all shared in

systemic problems of discrimination and segregation.

En-

their
couraging and assisting local citizens to conduct

equality of
own campaigns against discrimination toward
education or me
their own interests was also part of the
ultimately led
masses. This planned NAACP legal campaign
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to the 1954 U. S. Supreme Court decision ordering the de-

segregation of all public schools.
Chapter three "critical ly" analyzes

a

curriculum ef-

fort intended to transform Blackamerican higher education.
It is the Thirteen College Curriculum Program under the

joint auspices of local Black colleges and the Institute
for Services to Education, Inc.
and overseers.

its principle planners

TCCP believed that it could transform the

Blackamerican higher education social system by lowering
attrition, raising intellectual achievement, developing

educational leadership and creating a climate of self analysis and evaluation toward meaningful change, and by bringing

about curriculum changes through the development of teacher

attitudes.

These ends largely hold

a

systemic view of

problems in Blackamerican higher education.
However, the means toward achieving these ends are

prescribed by TCCP for its students and teachers who are

expected to change themselves individually in order to
bring about these system changes.

They are told what sub-

ject matter to teach and learn, how to teach and learn it,

and what type of philosophy they should have.

blame individuals for an atmosphere of

The means

rigidity and make

prescriptions for the individuals to change themselves in
ends.
an effort to reach social system change

Chapter four "critically” analyzes

a

questionnaire
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method for assessing and strengthening the planning
behavior of individual Blackamericans .

Adequacy Questionnaire.

It is called a Planning

Its intent was to use the planning

patterns elicited by the questionnaire of individual Black-

americans in order to strengthen the Blackamerican respondents planning toward individually making the American system more responsive to Blackamerican needs, especially in

educational and occupational contexts.
This end would be achieved by relying primarily on fho

ideological work of Achievement Motivation and its motive

acquisition.

Ey comparing and contrasting one's own plan-

ning pattern with that of the Achievement Planning Pattern

——

proven pattern of effective planning

a

individuals

could assess, analyze, and strengthen their own patterns
of planning toward career and life goals.

Results and Conclusions of the Analysis

Given the cultural analysis of the American social sys
tern

the primary result of naively accepting the system as

it is,

is that individuals blame themselves or each other

for problems caused by the system.

On the contrary, how-

ever, cultural analysis clearly indicates that the system

itself is

a

cause by institutionalizing one's subculture's

domination over all others.

This systemic fault is espe-
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ciallv true when race is

a

factor combined with

a

multi-

tude of other subcultures and differences in cultural
devel-

opment.

Holding such an individualistic view of the svstem allows Americans to accept the implicit and erroneous assump-

tions that the American system is a nurturant environment
to interact with, and that planning can be done competently just through the efficient, effective,

its technology.

and amoral use of

It also allows Americans to accept and

perpetuate the myth that Blackamericans are incompetent,
that they know how to plan effective interactions with their

environment, and that they have great difficulty in adapting

themselves to an "acceptable” and "ideal" American system.
A more accurate systemic view of the problem clearly shows

that the American system itself has many problems and has

forced Blackamericans into

a

competently coping/survival

mode of behavior, instead of fostering a self-actualizing
mode.

When planning to solve problems in the American system,

only the efficient and effective use of planning tech-

nology coupled with

a

systemic knowledge of its possible

effects on others can produce competent planning behavior.
The NAACP campaign showed that complete and competent

planning is possible; and that it is possible within

hierarchial organizational setting, e.g.,

i

a

hierarchy or
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the national NAACP down to local participation.

It demon-

strated that the thorough use and understanding of the

technology of planning accompanied by

a

crit ical/trans-

formist attitude, i.e., systemic view, can change social
systems.

As a social change effort this campaign repre-

sents a nearly perfect model of planning competence.

The TCCP social change effort presents other results
and conclusions.

The sum effect of the program is that it

attempts social system transformation through individual
reformation.

TCCP names systemic problems, but prescribes

changes to individuals from a position of hierarchial authority rather than through participation and cooperation
of persons naming, reflecting, and acting together on prob-

lems elicited and worked on according to the specific au-

thoritativeness of its participants.

competence criteria, TCCP

'

s

Against the planning

effort operationalizes an in-

dividualistic, naive/reformist view of problem situations

which can be effectively worked on but not competently
transformed.
thjfee

Moreover, the strategy toward one of its

primary goals is unarticulated and consequently xn—

complete in its planning technology.

On both counts, i.e.,

complete planning technology and view of problem situations
TCCP represents
a

a

naive/reformist plan.

But still, it is

problems
planned social change effort which recognizes
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with the system and not only individuals; it just attempts
to solve them through individualistic, prescriptive means.

Consequently, progress seems to be made but "band-aid”

reformist effects result.

Further implications of this

will be explored under implications.

The Planning Adequacy Questionnaire as

a

method for

strengthening individual planning and based on Achievement

Motivation ideology holds an individualistic view of problem situations which need to be solved by individuals who

can plan adequately (completely).

The method assesses and

teaches the elements of adequate or complete planning, so
in some ways the planning patterns of individuals are

strengthened.

However, the method does not facilitate the

collective facing of oppressive realities in the environment
which Blackamericans as a group must confront if they are
to competently plan and transform the system oppressing

them.

This questionnaire method encourages individual

Blakamer icans to more competently cope with the existing
American system by either conforming better to the existing
system in order to survive, or by reforming oneself to an
"acceptable" system in order to make it work for them when
problems arise.

In either case, magical/conforming or

naive/reforming is the likely result, and cri t ical/tranoformation of the system a likely impossibility.
NAAuPA hypothetical use of the questionnaire in a

t
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Charles Houston-like context of educational discrimination
was used to evolve a more systemic, cri tical/transf ormis

methodology for the questionnaire.
gy

a

The resultant methodolo-

revised questionnaire in a group-oriented, dialogi-

cal setting

——

is located at the end of Chapter four.

This

revised questionnaire method is conceived of as the initial
set of organized formal training procedures needed for

building planning competence and sought through this "critical" analysis for social change.

Implications of the Analysis

There are

a

number of implications to be drawn from

this analysis of planned social change efforts, and the con-

cluded consequences of magical-naive/reformist versus criti-

cal/transf ormist planning.
First of all, mis-directed aggression is an easily

reached result of blaming individuals.

Whether it is pas-

sively or actively meted out, the aggressiveness toward
others and toward oneself that results from one's life not
going well can be an obvious behavioral and psychological

manifestation.

The implications of this mis-directed ag-

gression mode are that people spend alot of time destroying
each other and viewing themselves as the causes of their

problems.

They have no time to see the deep structures

o:
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the system and to calmly and dialogically
name, reflect,
and act toward solving the "real" causes of
the problem

oppression by the system against them.
Another implication of blaming individuals is that
of believing that effectively planned programs can
remediate

and reform the "aberrant" individuals causing the problems.

This attitude of amorality ignores and avoids that the system and the oppressive realities within it may be the "real"

causes.

Many such remedial programs toward individual re-

formation have had short and mid-term success, but only

marginally address the problem over the long term.

Head-

start, price control, and voter registration campaigns are

examples of remedial naive/reformist efforts.

these

True,

efforts may be needed, but when conducted without

a

simul-

taneous campaign against the long-term causes of an oppressive system, their positive effects are quickly eroded.

In

one sense, they increase the frustration of finally realizing
that the system ultimately works against all of your efforts,
i.e., your educational efforts, efforts at economizing, and

efforts to participate in the political process.

These

three types of remedial programs can all be traced to the
root causes of American oppression: almost all of the

wealth of the country is in the hands of

a few;

and,

for

such an economy to work, racism and the subjugation of one

group over the others must persist.

From

he American
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beginning which brought human beings here as chattel slaves
for the purpose of supporting colonial economic development
to today's phenomenon of needing high unemployment to curb

inflation, the same root causes exist

economic oppres-

sion and the needed racial oppression to support it.

Viewed systemically

,

blaming individuals, mis-directed ag-

gression, and remedial programs to make individuals adapt
are just symptoms of an oppressive social, political, and

economic system.
When the system is named as the cause of problems
using transformist rhetoric, and undermined with reformist
practices, the same root system causes persist and go untouched.

TCCP is an example of the type of change effort

having transformist rhetoric and reformist practices.
Some implications of this type of effort are that it

believes that it becomes the authority on how to solve
problems, just because it has systemically named them.
prescribing
It then begins a program of paternalistical ly

changes to individuals so much so that the individual's
ignored,
knowledge of specific situations is submerged and
and neceseven though the knowledge may be quite valuable

sary.

Setting up

a

hierarchy in such a way that it repres-

authoritativeness creates an
ses and ignores individual
Striving to develop and educate
social system.

oppressive
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social change agents, i.e., system transformers, in such
an environment is nearly impossible.

Instead, individuals

participating in such a system are taught efficient and ef-

fective ways of adapting themselves and reforming others
into the existing system while ignoring the problems that
the system itself creates.

Persons deludes themselves in-

to thinking that the most significant of problems are being

solved and that progress is being made toward solving them.

Becuase of this delusion program implementors experience an
unjustified

feeling of comfort and feed themselves

their own gratification.

on

What is created is the opposite

of the urgent and energetic NAACP campaign for liberation;
it is a comfortable and secure oppressive system that be-

haves defensively if challenged.

The NAACP campaign against educational discrimination
also evolved a social hierarchy.

However, it was based on

responsive communication and collaboration up and down the
hierarchy, not prescription from "on high."

The implica-

tions of this dialogical type of hierarchy are that there
those who are
is a willingness to listen and consult with

authoritative about specific situations and particular
procedures regardless of their position in the hierarchy.
Also,

much on the
the burden of waging the campaign is as

is on the upper
lower echelons, e.g., the masses, as it
NAACP Legal Comechelons, e.g., Charles Houston and the
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mittee.

Because all levels participate based on their own

authoritativeness and knowledge of specific situations and
with the consultation and support of the other levels, all

participants become educated in the process of transforming

oppressive situations into liberating ones.

In this case

the simultaneity, mentioned earlier, of remediating im-

mediate needs over the short-term and transforming root
causes over the long-term becomes

a

clear and likely pos-

sibility.
If the Charles Houston and the NAACP campaign hierar-

chy are models, what do they have to say about the develop-

ment and operation of educational programs?

First of all

they say that a primary leader and coordinating body should

thoroughly know and understand the system in which they are
working.

In any case, an extensive exploration and re-

searching of the system should be made as

a

part of the

process of identifying oppressive situations.

This coor-

dinating group should insist on dialogue rather than dictatorial monologue as it« mode of communication.

Also,

part of the reason for the exploration and researching,
to the
is to identify the authoritative sources available

program toward its development and implementation.

Main-

of partitained should be the recognition that each level

cipation there is

a

reservoir of needed and valuable in-

formation from those participating in the program.

Par-

.
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ticipants at all levels should communicate
problems named
by themselves as inhibiting their growth.
Then, with at

least one coordinator, groups should analyze and
begin to
plan acts toward solving named problems. The reason
for

the coordinator's presence is for the common knowledges
and experiences at each level to be passed throughout the

hierarchy, and for each level to be able to consult the co-

ordinator about ways of viewing and approaching particular
problems
The structural organization of an educational program

would probably consist of the head administrator and his
associates, the programs steering or coordinating committee,
the teaching faculty, and the students at each level of

development in the program.

Again, dialogue at every level

and between the levels is the watchword.

Therefore, the

mixing of persons from each level should be frequent.
Students know as much about their particular situation as
anyone else in the hierarchy.

Teachers know as much about

their situation and transmitting information as anyone else.
Each level is to acknowledge and listen to the authoritativeness of the others, with groups working together as the mode
of operation, rather than as individuals acting alone.

With the exploring, researching, naming, and modes of

communication and operation underway, the program development process toward teaching/learning and solving problems

:
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of oppression should also get underway.

The ever-present

purpose to name, reflect on, and act toward the
transformation of oppressive rules, practices, and relationships
is

always conscious, and the never ending struggle toward
becoming liberated, i.e., more fully human, is continuously
engaged.

It ceaselessly continues throughout the imple-

mentation of the planned program with change being always
probable.
The imperturbable quality which must persevere is captured in a challenge issued to all Black people by Charles

Hamilton Houston.

It was based on his many years of com-

petent struggle and "critical" understanding of the ideology and practices of inequality and oppression in America.
It is his charge and his legacy to all Blackamericans
So far as our struggle for civil rights
is concerned, I am not worried. . .What I am
concerned about is the fact that the Negro
shall not be content simply demanding an
equal share in the existing system. It
seems to me that his fundamental responsibility and his historic challenge is to use
since he has less to lose in
his weight
the present system than anybody else or any
to make sure that the system
other group
which shall survive in the United States of
America (I don't care what you call it)
shall be a system which guarantees justice
and freedom for everyone. The w ay I usually put it is, 'sure, we're being invited
now to take a front seat, but there s no
particular honor in being invited to take
a front seat at one's own funeral... We
are fighting a system... we are trying to
remove the lid off the oppressed people
every where ... So in this day, while there
F
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is still time, the primary task is to
probe, to struggle and... teach the masses
to think for themselves .. .know their

place, recognize their power and... apply
it intelligently.
—— Charles H. Houston,
tape recording via G. R.
McNeil, Black Law Journal,
1974.
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